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Everybody In Caldwell Is Urged
To Get Set For County Seat Day
Which Will Be Held August '10
Near The Courthouse Square
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Are Invited
To See Results Of The
Experiments Conducted
Here August 2 And 3

Survey Of Merchants
Reveals That Stores
Will Offer Special
Sales For Shoppers

Farmers

Any Traffic Fatality

Polls Will Open At 6

The city of Princeton received And Close At 4, CST,
an Honor Roll plaque Monday
For Primary Eladion
night at the regular meeting of
the city council for having pass- To Be Held August 4
the year 1950 with no fatal
ed
Polling booths have been securS. J. Lowry, superintendent of
Activities of Caldwell County
county-wide Democratic raled and election officers have .
Experi- traffic accidents.
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Western
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7:30
for
Friday
called
Seat
day
aside
special
set
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Day,
been
Lieutenant Carl Lechne r, been named to conduct the primment Substation, has invited
by the Underprivileged CommitJuly 27, at the courtroom
Louisville, of the Kentucky State ary election next Saturday,.Augwestern
of
parts
all
from
farmers
precinct
workorganize
tee of the Princeton Kiwanis
to
Kentucky and surrounding ter- Police, presented t h e National ust 4, Glover J,. Lewis, sheriff of
Club to ,raise funds for needy
an effort to get out as many'
ritory to attend the Field Day Safety Council award to Mayor the county announced tbis week.
children, will begin with a paras possible for the primmeetings at the Substation farm Hollowell, members of the city Voting polls will open at 6 a. m.
ade at 10 a. m. here Friday, Auglection to be held Saturday,
Thursday and Friday, August 2 council and police department at and close at 4 p. in. central stanust 10, it is announced.
4. it is announced this
dard time.
the city hall.
and 3.
According to members of the
The location of the voting
Princeton is one of 12 other
Residents of Caldwell county
Tipple on the political surcommittee, who have asked that
in the state with a popula- booths for each precinct in the
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Princeton
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and
usually
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Caldwell
specialmerchants
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offer
of
are especially invited on the first tion of between 5,000 and 10,000 county, together with the election
to shoppers here during the
for its turbulent fight in
of
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a
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Mrs. Jean Gregory, 27, divorcee event, funds will be
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told
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Howday.
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state officials to carry the living near Vicksburg, Mich., has offering articles and merchanever, all will be welcome on the He paid high tribute to the city spectively, are listed by Sheriff
's banner in the November offered to marry any man able dise, all contributed by residents
day that is most convenient to administration and officers for Lewis as follows:
on, is the only sign of the to pay her cancer-ridden mother's and merchants of the county, to
Princeton No. 1—Henrietta Hothe visitors, it was said. The the splendid record and pointed
t interest being taken in medical bills. The mother of three the highest bidders at an auction
meetings will begin at 10 a. rn. to the fact that the city is well tel: Mrs. Henry Butler, R; Mrs.
to be held intermittently that
atewide selection of either small
children, Mrs. Gregory
with tours over the plot field in on its way for another plaque by Estelle Jacob, D; P. L. Hopper,
cratic or Republican nomi- supports her family on welfare day on the west side of the courtthe forenoon, followed by short having passed seven months this R; and Mrs. Lacy Satterfield, D.
house.
funds. (AP Wirephoto)
Princeton No. 2—Elks building:
programs after lunch and then a year with a clear record.
The parade will consist of the
few local contests, usually
Mayor Hollowell and the coun- Mrs. John T. George, D; Luther
trip over the remainder of the
Butler High School Band, the loI'd upon by political leaders
farm. Lunch will be available on cil expressed their appreciation Cartwright, R; Mrs. Roy Tracery, •
cal fire department, policemen HOUSING FOR RRECKINRIDGE
sw a fairly representative
SERVICEMEN: These are two the grounds.
for the splendid cooperation of D, and Ray Baker, R.
and county officers and rolling of a
thus far has failed to create
number of pictures of substandard housing for servicemen
Princeton No. 3—Police StaDr. Frank J. Welch, the newly most of the citizens of the city
stock and merchandise advertis- and their
wide-spread interest a n d
families published last week in an interim report on
appointed Dean of the College of in making the record possible. tion: Mrs. John Eison, R; Mrs.
ing merchant's wares in Princes of both major parties are
substandard housing and rent gouging of military personnel by
Agriculture and Director of the Mayor Hallowell also asks con- King Satterfield, D; Hoyette
ton and the county.
'ng One of the lightest
the preparedness subcommittee of the Senate committee on armed
Kentucky Experiment Station, tinued help from the people by Thomason, R, and Mrs. Frances
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in the county's history. A
services. At top is "The Box", a tiny shack in the Camp BreckJacob Named To Post
will be the principal speaker the removal of all shrubs or oth- Clayton, D.
parade and entertainment during inridge, Ky., area.
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a month to a sergeant, his wife and child. At bottom is the "BotP. Garrigus, asso- and by notifying the police de- ware store: Mrs. Charles Hubs that most of them expect
Robert S. Jacob, county sani- the Harmonaires. An eight-Piece tle House," constructed of whiskey bottles, beer cans, oil cans and clude Dr. W.
ciate director of the Experiment partment when flagrant traffic bard, R; L C. Lisman, D; Mrs.
1,500 to 2,000 votes in both tarian for the past five years, has band from Paducah will provide mortar. A corporal and his family of
three pay $25 a month Station and head of the Depart- violations are seen.
Herbert Cliff, R, and Mrs. John
les to be cast Saturday. also been named full-time non- entertainment during the after- rent. (AP Wirephoto)
Other cities to be recognized S. Mahan, D.
ment of Animal Industry, and Dr.
two of those interviewed medical health administrator of noon, it was said.
D. M. Seath, head of the Dairy for the safety record this week
Members of the Kiwanis Club
ted the vote of both par'. the Caldwell County Health Unit
Princeton No. 5—Jacob produce
County Sundqy School
Section. Several members of the are Maysville. Pikeville, Corbin, I house: Mrs. R. D. Farmer, R;
more than 2,000.
and will attend a training course have named John Morgan, county
Middlesboro.'
Murray,
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ering, D.
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gotten and be happy in the Jacob as a full-time administra- liam Pickering will head the annual meeting last Thursday at
or Chest Examination experiments in the production of lar awards for having passed two D, and Mrs. Charlie Parker, R.
the First Presbyterian Church at
I entering the general elec- tor in order to receive a federal sales committee, it was said.
tobacco, corn, wheat and hay. years and four years respectiveA survey of local merchants re- Fredonia, it was announced thia Of Caldwell Residents
Princeton No. 7—Butler High
November without any of appropriation to
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They rosy also see variety tests ly, without a traffic fatality, it School: Mrs. Robert Coleman, R;
ual prejudices which as a the local health unit, it was ex- vealed that a majority will put Week.
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Princeton No. 8—Orange buildnamed for any of the state or medical consultant to the
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Rev. Cecil Warren, newly
16 Admitted And 27
Dick Roberts, R; Joel Hoitnott,
y known for their saving of stated.
from the Caldwell County Health
appointed director of Clurrch
D; Victor Kennaday, R, and J. D.
Be Discussed By Koch
h until the November conDismissed At Hospital
Mr. Jacob will leave next week
School work in Kentucky, directMorse, D.
Walter Koch, president of
are "running true to form
group,
age
this
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In
Unit.
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Louisville
to attend
Since Last Thursday
ed the meeting. Forty counties in
Princeton No. 10—Princeton
o a far greater extent than for
the Kentucky Agricultural
where
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in
living
persons
all
the state now participate in the
There were 16 patients admit- Mills; Mrs. S. 0. Catlett, D; Mrs.
and Industrial Board. Cham" officials say. One promi- ing course.
exist
to
known
is
tuberculosis
program, it was stated.
In addition to the federal apted to the Caldwell County War Fenton Taylor, R; Lucian Ladd,
ber of Commerce, will speak
Republican expressed what
urged to take advantage
Nine churches in Caldwell are also
Memorial Hospital and 27 have D, and Mrs. Novella Cartwright,
at 7:30 p. m. Tuesday, July
to be the sentiment of the propriation to the Caldwell
of
regardless
of this free service,
been dismissed since last Thurs- R.
31, in the basement of the
county were represented at the
leaders when he explained County Health Unit budget, the
local
age, it was stated by a
Princeton No. 11—Eddy Creek:
ere are two candidates for following are listed as contributKentucky Utilities building
meeting at Fredonia this year,
day, it was announced Wedneshealth officer.
day at noon. Those admitted in- Mrs. Travis Cummins, D; Chester
on the development problems
Mrs. Rosenthal added.
alien as governor and corn- ing agencies: City of Princeton,
The mobile X-ray unit is one '
Hawkins, R; Ellis (Pete) Jones,
cluded:
ner of agriculture, while through its mayor and city counof communities similar to
which the Elks Lodge of KentucMrs. Peggy Mitchell, Barney D, and Mrs. Amby Hartigan, R.
Caldwell county. Many exCr candidates are unoppos- cil; Caldwell county, through the
Adopts
City
Courtesy
followThe
finance.
ky helped to
Princeton No. 12--Steger LumPool, Mrs. Beatrice Ennis, Sam
periments have been made
the nomination. "We do judge and fiscal court; Caldwell
ing women of the c,ity, under the Ilk
Ticket For Strangers
Buchanan, Mrs. Ruth Grubbs, Dy- ber yard: Ray Farmer, R; Press
and the resiilts of these tests
pert leaders in Caldwell County Schools, through the sucusburg; Mrs. Veema Dunning, Adamson, D; A. F. Hanberry, R,
in other sections will be disThe city has inaugurated a supervision of Mrs. Billie T.
to make any active fight perintendent and board members;
colored; Mrs. Myrtle June Fox, and Mrs. L. D. Pickens, Sr., D.
cussed here. The public is
"courtesy" ticket for tourists and Gresham, will assist in the cleriprimary in either of these Princeton City Schools, through
the
Donaldson No. 1—Farmersville:
the superintendent and board
Mrs. Mary Cash, Kuttawa; Mrs.
cordially invited to attend
strangers who violate minor traf- cal work incident to making
ntests", he said.
011ie Mitchell, Miss Bonnie Dean Mrs. J. W. McChesney, D; Mrs.
this meeting, Howard Mcwhile, candidates for the members; Princeton Lodge of
fic regulations to be given with- X-ray pictures:
Ladd, Bertus Dunbar, Mrs. Russell Clift, R; Mrs. John R. McMrs. Carter Adams, Mrs. C. C.
Connell, president of the local
out any cost to the visiting motorcal offices are making a Elks; Princeton Masonic Lodge;
James K. Phelps, L. W. Kemmer, Dowell, D, and Eldon Campbell,
us campaign for their par- Veterans of Foreign Wars; EagChamber of Commerce anist. The ticket, signed by the may- Bishop, Mrs. Russell Goodaker,
Fredonia; Mrs. Sarah Smith, and
nounced.
or and chief of police, calls at- Mrs. J. R. Hutchinson, Mrs. Dewmination and have a nurio les Lodge; Princeton Rotary Club;
WELCH
J.
DR. FRANK
Donaldson No. 2—Ben YanKuttawa.
tention to the specific violation ey Brinkley, Mrs. C. H. Jaggers
staunch supporters. Philip Caldwell County Farm Bureau;
Substation herd of regis- Mrs. Shelby Hodge,
The
basement: Paul Vinson, R;
dell's
were:
dismissed
reported
Those
s, former county court Disabled Veterans, and the Amerbut invites the stranger to return and Mrs. Willard Moore.
distered Jerseys will also be on
4-H Judging Team To.
Mrs. Mil- Luther Lowery, D; A. E. Turley,
is making an active cam- ican Legion.
to Princeton and please observe
Seath will be at the Mrs. Henrietta Young,
Dr.
play.
McConnell, Mrs. Dolly R, and Mrs. Otto Beckner, D.
The state and federal appropri- Be Selected July 28
in 42 west Kentucky counthe rules in the future. A wel- Donaldson Creek Bridge
dairy barn at 3 p. m. to discuss lidene
Donaldson No. 3-43riarfield:
r the Democratic nominee ation to the budget totals $8,797.
All 4-H boys interested in try- come from the merchants is also
inter- Smith, Raymond Pugh, J. E.
are
who
all
with
problems
Contract is Awarded
Fran- Mrs. Floyd Hobby, D; Brady Siglroad commissioner of the Local appropriations total $3,700, ing out for the 4-H Dairying printed on the card.
ested in that line. Hereford steers Gray, Hewlett Hall, Mrs.
A contract for repairs to the will be seen grazing on one of ces Phelp s, Mrs. Catherine ler, R; Thomas S. Morse, D, and
Judging Team should report at
ailroad district. Four others it was stated.
This type ticket does not apply
the county agent's office Satur- to residents of the county and bridge over the west fork of Don- several good, general pasture Morse, Miss Virginia Mitchell, Owen Towery, H.
eking the nomination.
Donaldson No. 4-01d Quinn:
day, July 28, at 9:30 a. m., accord- immediate territory, it was ex- aldson creek on the Creswell- fields which will be open for in- Gid Cobb Scott, deceased; Mrs.
three-way race for Demo- Mrs. R. C. Noel
Enon-Fredonia road has been spection. Those who are interest- Kathleen Green and infant, Miss Mrs. Donald Roberts, R; Rasa
ing to James S. Rom-, assistant plained by an official.
nomination for the unexawarded to Lyons and Breeden, ed in horticulture or poultry will Anna Marie Blaine, Mrs. Betty mond Lowery, D; McKinley
county agent.
term of jailer, Urey Nichols, Will Study New Duties
Rogersville, 'Penn., for $3,764, it have an opportunity to see a Winn, Mrs. Peggy Mitchell and Smith, R, and Porter Tayloe, D.
Funeral services for Mrs. R. C. Three boys will be selected ANDS CONFERENCE
W. Smith and Marion Vanthis week by
Bucksnort No. 1—Lewistown
are the candidates. Mar- Nool, 26, resident of the Cobb from the group to enter the judgstrawberry variety planting, ap- infant, Mrs. Beatrice Ennis and
Callender, pas- was announced
F.
Joe
Rev.
The
. Cummins and Luther D. community, were conducted last ing contest at the State 'Fair at tor of Ogden Memorial Methodist Highway Commissioner W. P. ple and peach orchards and the infant, Mrs. Ruth Grubbs and in- Mrs. Clyde Clayton, D; C. E.
fant, Mrs. Veelma Dunning and Hudgens, R; R. F. SWIMS, p,
seek the nomination as Wednesday at the Midway Bap- Louisville, September 10, Roser Church, was one of the 250 lead- Curlin. The project is financed poultry flocks and houses.
court clerk. George E. tist Church by the Rev. 0. G. added.
move- from the 2-cent gasoline tax
Lunch will be prepared and infant, colored; Mrs. Myrtle June and James Tictjenor,
evangelistic
the
of
ers
Bucksnort No. 2—Orange's
y, incumbent state sena- Priddy, pastor of the church. Burserved by Mr. Jim Burgess of Fox, Mrs. Mary Cash, Mrs. Olment in the Methodist Church fund.
CIRCUS TO SHOW HERE
store: Mr/. Hise Hart, D; Fred
opposed by James M. Las- ial was in the Millwood cemetery.
Princeton. Those who wish to lie Mitchell and :nfant
who attended a six day planning
will
'Circus
Beers-Barnes
The
m.
a.
12:10
STORE
at
VISITS
EIJRENWALD
Mrs. Noel died
young attorney also from
Burress, R; W. D. Creasey, D,
bring a picnic lunch are welcome
show at the Brown lot, North conference with leaders of the
y, and Joe E. Nunn, Cadiz, last Tuesday at her home beand C. R. Overby, R.
if red Ehrenwald, former res- to do so, Mr. Lowry said.
National Board of Evangelism on
Is
Roberts
Supervisor
streets,
Shepardson
and
Seminary
She
er representative from tween Cobb and Cerulean.
Princeton and part ownBucksnort No. 3—White SchoolThursday, August 2. The the campus of Albion College, i ent of
Of State Conservation
all and Trigg counties. Al- was a member of the Midway next
store here,
house: Mrs. Luther Barnes, R;
special aerial- Albion, Mich., recently. Rev: er af ihe Goldnamer
feature
will
acts
13
Fredonia
Breaks
part of
Donald Roberts, Old Quinn Justin Buntin, D; Lacy Thomason,
unopposed for Church.
..antly
and trained Callender represented the Hop- was in Princeton the first
Among the survivors are tile ists, an elephant
community farmer, was elected R, and ,Mrs. Bloxic Orange, D.
onwealth's attorney, as is
of the Louisville the week in the interest of the Game Losing Streak
district
kinsville
for
agent
advance
an
monkeys,
L Jones for state repro- huSband; two daughters, Jo Ann
Bucksnort No. 4—Piney Grove:
store's summer clearance sale.
The Fredonia baseball team last week as one of the directors
conference, it was stated.
circus stated.
ye from Cald-well and and Donnie Sue; two sons, R. C., the
game losing streak of the Kentucky Association of Mrs. Georgie Alexander, D; Har13
their
ended
Jr., and Jerry Clarence, and parSunday on the home field when Soil Ctonservation District Super- ley Trible, R; R. B. Thomas, D,
the Republican primary, ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Stevens,
they edged Salem 5-3 in a Twin visors, representing the First and Maudie Trotter, R.
community.
Cobb
Harmony No. 1—Cobb: B. J.
rennan is opposed by Tay- all of the
States League thriller. Eldred Congressional District, it is anerills for the unexpired
Boisture scattered nine hits for nounced by Oliver C. Allcock, Rogers. R; George Dunn, D;
I jailer in the only contest Illinois Central Plans
Aaron Rogers, R, and Earl Wood,
the win, while his mates were SOS director.
Mr. Roberts has served ae a D.
party. Charles McGough
pounding Maxfield and Stone for
Tuesday
Demonstration
supervisor of the Caldwell DisHarmony No. 2—Hopson Store:
rmonwealth's attorney and
II.
The Illinois Central Railroad
P Denham, for circuit
Boisture struck out nine, walk- trict since its organization in Mrs. Roberta Glass, D; Tom Burk, are both unopposed. Com-party has arranged for a demed four, and was never in serious 1948. He will succeed L. W. Mur- nam, R; Lionel Stroube, D, and
onstration to show the proper aptrouble until he tired in the dock, of Graves county, on the Cordle Boaz, R.
plication of The For' Paper
L SECURITY SERVICE
Fredonia No. 1—Crider: Mrs.
ninth and walked the first two state organization, it was stated.
coopering care of
Lena Stone, R; Johnson Myers,
bat4rs. At this stage Bib Carlos
presentative of the Padu- Grain Door for
rice,
and
soybeans,
grain,
D; Mrs. Arthur Wigginton, R, and
Bailey came in and retired one RF4IEIVES PROMOTION
flee of the Social Security bulk
this week.
verett Wilson, son of Mr. E. R. Mrs. Hugh Yates, D.
man on a bunt and made Stone,
istration is at the Post Of- it was announced
be
will
held
The demonstration
lson, North Jefferson street, Fredonia No. 2—Fredonia:
the cleanup be t t e r, hit into a
Princeton the first and
Tuesday, July 31, at
double play to end the game. Sal- has been promoted to Chief Su- Kathleen Perkins, D; Johnson
Thursdays of each month at 1 p. m.
StaIllinois Central Freight
em was charged with six errors pervisor of Radio Communica- Wigginton, R; Reginal Phelps, D,
• m. and will be glad to the
while Fredonia chalked up a per- tions at the U. S. Naval station at and Miss Imogene Wigginton, R.
questions concerning the tion.
Shippers and others interested
Chilotonham, Md., it was anFredonia No. 3—Flat Rock:
fect record.
S and requirements of the
invited to attend this demMoore, Akridge, and Boisture nounced last week. Wilson ser- ICgrmit Rowland, R; Howard Har. Jack M. Rucker an- are
onstration, it was said.
paced Fredonia with two hits ved with the Navy in World War peT," D; Herbert Austin, R, and
II and was called from the Re- John Blackburn, D.
each.
COVES PROMOTION
ne and Black collected two serve Corps several weeks ago
S HEART ATTACK
to take special training for his -1 Miss Sue Wadlington heft Monlii each for Salem.
ajor Ralph H. Hughett, In
Buchanan, Eddyville road,
Headquarters, Tokyo,
new ssigninent.
ay morning for a visit at Washeneral
dmitted to the Caldwell
ington, D. C., and,, Mew York. She
Mrs. N. H. Talley, Jr., left
has recently been promotHocktmunnith said of s pet cougar after a neighendell
what
That's
:
War Memorial Hospital Japan,
r. 1and Mrs. John Sigler, of was accompanied by her aunt,
hursday to visit her husband,
to Lieutenant Colonel, it is
the 100-pound animal jumped at her from the brush at Portland, Ore. She said Dr.
Y after suffering a heart ed
Colonel Hughett is bor woman said
Talley, who is at Grady Providence, were Sunday guests Miss Marguerite Wadlington, and
neighbors, said the coualarmed
placate
to
hoping
Hockenamith,
wood.
of
piece
at his home Friday night. announced.
a
with
It
Mr. and -Mrs. John she felled
He got it back. Memorial Hospita 1, Atlanta, of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper and her grandmother, Mr s. Press
dition was unproved Wed- the son of
gar wouldn't hurt anyone, and demonstrated by offering the cougar his hand.
other relatives in Princeton.
• Old Tredonia road,
Blackburn, both of Hopkinsville.
fitIghettS
Georgia.
family
the
, members of
(AP Wirephoto)
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Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Dunninghan from India to Greece six centurell at the Sugar Grove CumberMrs. Floy Winn underwent surand
Mr.
Ky.,
Hardin,
of
sons
and
land Presbyterian church Mon- gery for the removal of her tonies before Christ.
1.37
20.10
4 Ply
760-15
Mrs. Clifford Baker and sons and
day afternoon.
One hundred and fifty miles
sils at the Princeton hospital
Baker
Wilford
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young, Wednesday ofi last week.
north along the Iraq border visitwere Sunday guests of Mr. and ors at ancient Shush are shown
Princeton, visited his father, WalMr. and Mrs. Dee Denton and
ter Young for a short time Sun- Mrs. Sam Helk, of Evansville, Mrs. Louis Baker.
the supposed site of the tomb of
Mrs. C. Y. Moore has returned Daniel, who was thrown into the
day.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Princeton, Ky.
Several from here attended Mrs. V. E. Coleman. Mrs. Helk from a visit with her daughter, lions' den.
Phone 2053
the Baptist Sunday School Con- remained for a visit with Mr. arid Mrs. Arnold Buckadew, Mr. BuckAnd across the whole wastevention at the Walnut Grove Bap- Mrs. Coleman.
alew and sons at Hartford, Ky. land fierce, nomadic tribes graze
Endorsed by the Railroad Brotherhoods
tist church last week.
THANKS
Mrs. Ina Butler and J. E. Hillyard visited friends in Salem
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Sarah Custer, Greely,
Colo., is visiting her brother,
Johnson Wigginton, Mrs. Wigginton and other relatives here.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnson Wigginton
were Mrs. Sarah Custer, Greely,
Colo.; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Thom ps on, Farmersville; Mr.
and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, Crider; Mr. and Mrs. Fortson Wigginton and daughters, Diane and
Vonnie, Detroit; Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Cartwright, Evansville,
and Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Clift
and son, Marshie, Sturgis, and
Billy Joe Traylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennie Clark and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Yandell, of
Electricity on the Farm doesn't cost—IT PAYS!
Marion, were Sunday dinner
-0"
s.
guests of Mrs. May Freeman.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice and
son, Dick, left Monday morning
Infra-Red Foster Mothers
on a vacation trip. They will visit
Washington, D. C., West Virginia
and other points of interest be"Brooding chickens under heat lamps is by
fore returning home.
By THOMAS P. COOPER
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Broods 8,000 Chicks
Under Heat Lamps

Higher Production
Seen for State in '51

Princeton Creamery

pOptdation either lives from farms or is dependent on business from farm people.
Farm people are progressive and large numbers of them have put into practice the results
of the research of the Agricultural Experiment
Station. Through the adoption of the practices
recommended, farmers have obtained increased crop yields, higher livestock production, and protection of the soiL

HEFTY
HAULER

nancial position than in earlier years. In the
past year, only one farm in four was mortgaged, and personal and chattel mortgages

have declined.
The trend in volume of Kentucky farm production is up. A 50 per cent increase occurred
between 1928 and 1948, and there is no reason
to believe that the peak of production has yet
been reached. Barring abnormal weather,
Kentucky farmers may produce a greater
amount of products in 1951 than ever before.
.
s:
There are several reasons why. Tobacco
acreage allotments have been increased about
10 per cent. Cattle numbers, including milk
COWS, are seven per cent higher, which means
higher production of beef and milk. Horses
and mules decreased 22,000 during 1950,
making probable an increase in other livestock on many farms.
Products Demand To Increase

Y

ou want a truck that has plenty of
heft for the pay load—but the right
kind of Power is the clincher.
1hat's why so many truckers turn to
CMC for swift performers that can
Pack home the pay load.
For in these broad-shouldered carriers
-chassis and engine are yoked together
to .01711 a
perfect team for hauling, It
tellTI that's
built for keeps!
The result is a great line of trucks—
from nimble !ki- to 2-tonners with horsepower unsurpassed in their class, up
to brawny Diesels with two-cycle
efficiency that
has made them first in
Wei in the nation.
That's why—whether your cargo is

GASOLINE G DIESEL TRUCKS

It seems reasonable that the increases in
population, higher employment, and stockpiling of some farm products for defense will
greatly increase the demand for farm products.
Farm people would do well to adopt, so far
as possible, the practices recommended by the
Experiment Station so that they may be in a
position to take advantage of opportunities for
increased production.

Mercer Camden Harry Giblets. 101. end W. N. Gowen,
KU C•ntrall Div/time fares Service Advisor, look over sorn•
eif the 1.000 chicks now being lerood•d under heat lamps.
Deoren helped plots and leryout lamp set-up.

Today half the 5,373,0(X) electrified farms in
the U.S. are served by utility companies, and

half by IIECCs. These farms constitute 90%
of the U. S. total. In 1950, co-ops purchased
57% of their electricity from the companies,
generated 7% in their own plants, purchased
the remainder from the government or municipal plants.
The average co-op buying from its own
super-cooperatise paid 50% more for electricity:in 1950 than those buying from utility
companies. The super-cooperatives sold theirs
for an average of 1% cents a kilowatt hour
while the companies, including KU, sold
theirs for an average of less than I cent.
HAM 'N' RICE

Housewives She to save as much time and labor as possible.
cooked
This menu is ideal for worm.weath•r chefs becous• it is
entirely Inside th• oven. This meal is a labor saver, is easily
prepared and is delicious.

Vi 10 20 TONS

Orange Ham Slice
GENERAL
MOTORS

compact or bulky, liquid or
solid, grain or cement—if
you load it on a GMC, you deliver it
faster at less cost per mile!
you
As your GMC dealer, we can give
right
the
of
benefits
long-time
the
combination of axle, engine, transmishave
sion and frame for the loads you
the
to work—skilfully engineered by
world's largest exclusive manufacturer
of commercial vehicles.

CO.
M.& S. MOTOR & IMPLEMENT Ky.
Dial 3163

HARRY GIBSON
Gibson, who reeently moved to Kentucky, started his first

Fewer Farm Mortgages

Farm families generally are in stronger fi-

the& quick on its feet!

Ky

in doing so, has used
almost every brooding method and combinations of brooding
methods known.

Steamed Rica

Candied Sweet Potatoes

Broccoli

Cherry Colbler
Cooking limo—I% hours
Oven temperature-350'
Orange Ham Slice,
2 tablespoons corn starch
1%" slice ham
/ teaspoons grated corang• rind
1/3 cup sugar
2 tablespoons orang• juicts
water
boiling
cup
1/3
whole cloves
Trim rind from ham score edoe of fat and stick
MIR sugar and corn starch,
into moot. Place ham in shallow dish.
10 min•
(about
transparent
is
mixture
until
odd oohs, and cook
Pour sauce over ham.
utiss). Add orange juice and grated rind
Ov•n Stearn•d
1 teaspoon salt
2 cope rice
3 cups water
Wash rice well. Place in casserole and odd water and salt.
Cover Casserole.
Place hewn. rice and broccoli on bottom rack of ov•n. Sweet potatoes and cobbler ar• cooked on top rock. Add a tossed vegistable
meal.
salad to this and you'll have a well-balanced and nutritious

chicks this year on'February 5, using the. into or heat lamp method. Of this
fra-red lamp
brood, numbering 5,446 chicks, he lost only
2 per cent loss, which he says
1
146. This is a 2/
is good. "I am well satisfied when my losses
-saw.
can be kept under 5 per cent," he said. He
considers this small loss percentage outstanding considering the fact that the chicks were
started in weather 14 degrees below zero.
Waterers were frozen. In general, chicks
were • raised under bad weather conditions.
Brooding Cost: Sc 4 Chick
When asked about electric costs, Gibson
replied, "My cost in using the heat lamp ."-StP
method was about 3c per chick on this particular brood. Even that's a little high, but Alla
the reason can be found in the extremely cold
weather we had last winter." Gibson also „ow
thought his electricity costs were offset by the
time and labor laved in using the heat lamp
brooder. He broffght out the fact that thermostats which require constant attention are not
necessary with his heat lamp brooder.
Gibson pays no attention to room-air temperature. He lets the chicks decide on their
own heat requirements. "The heat lamp method allows the chicks to get away from the heat
If they want. It also keeps the chicks in full
view at all times. An atmosphere that is too
hot is a lot more serious in brooding chicks
than an atmosphere that is too cold," he said.
In his chicken house he has six 250 watt infra-red lamps over each 500-chick pen. The
chicks are partitioned in the pens for two
weeks, after which they are allowed to run together. He sells them when they are ten to
eleven weeks old. They never touch ground.
Second Brood Started May 6
To safeguard against coccidiosis, Gibson
spreads a heavy layer of plain dehydrated
lime in the pens until a distinct lime odor is
attained. From past experience he has found
this to be successful. In his last brood 4 5,448
chicks, he had -no losses from this disene. He
uses a glycol vaporizer during the entire growing period to combat respiratory diseases.
Gibson started a second brood May 6, and
has increased the number of chicks to 8,000.
He thinks that his electricity cost for this
brood will be flinch lower.
He is now raising 32,000 chicks per year
and hopes to increase this to 84,000 next year.
He raises the Christy strain of New Hampshire
Bed, one of two strains of this breed successfully developed for fryers.

Princeton,
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Tragedy Of Chu Points
Out China's Red Purge

shin stooge.
He htod his trial on a market
day. His firma were bound tight
and be had the short-rein around
his neck. But he was like always
—shouting his head off that he
would not be a Russian stooge.
He shouted so loud you could
hardly hear the accusations.
Then they pulled him off the
platform and led him toward the
execution field. They kept jerking on his rope so he could not
shout about Russian stooges. Just
before he got to the shooting
ground he saw his wife and son
way off at the edge of the field
by themselves.
"Do you know what that man
did?" the priest asked. "When he
saw his wife and son he pulled
himself upright and jerked the
rope out of the hand of his captor. It must have cut into his

"The man laid there in the wat(By Fred Hampaon)
foolHong Kong — This fellow Chu er and the Communist stood
missed. Aftalked too much and you never ishly gaping at having
ter long seconds a couple of Red
knew exactly who he was for.
of
When the Communists first soldiers with more presence
elusively
finished the job
the
and
up
ran
mind
cheered
he
village
the
to
came
ep__ar. r
and
. right in the middle Of the pudthe loudest. Later he changed 'hia
State
tune and declared "I'll never be dle."
i s field
Chu was there applauding louda Russian stooge."
the
S in
days later the village
The peopls at the Catholic mis- ly but a few
was stunned to learn that Chu had
him.
from
away
story
to
tried
sion
iiaury, E. B. Sayles, curator of
arrested. He didn't own any
They thought anyone who talked been
the museum, and 20 students from
and never had, but they acland,
like that without getting in trouuniversities across the nation, are
him of interfering with the
cused
ble was a Communist stool
the detectives. They will dig into
land reform. Actually he hadn't
pigeon.
to
as
the ground seeking clues
been a Communist at all. The
Then the Communists began Reds were just fed up with his
why thousands of people grabbedtheir "land reform" around the boasting about never being a Rusa few of their belongings and fled
village and the big trouble starthundreds of years ago. They aped. It seemed everyone hated the
parently disappeared from t he
landlords but they hated land reface of the earth.
form more. Then came the purge.
Why did they run? Where did
they go? No one knows.
There were no rich landlords
"We are no nearer a soultion
in the village. But the Reds bethan when we started work six
gan to shoot landlords anyway.
years ago," Dr. Haury says. "PerChu opposed the land reform.
the
will
annever know
haps we
But he applauded the shootings.
swers. We still hope to find clues
And in the next breath he would
that will , help us, but we can
boast he would never be a RusINFANTILE PARAIYSIS
FOR
FOUNDATION
NATIONAI
THE
BY
RECOMMENDED
neder tell."
sian stooge.
You have to go back to the
These are precautions recommended by the National FoundaThe Communists built a platAlso, wash
time of Christ to understand the
tion for Infantile Paralysie when polio is around.symptoms
as form for mass trials at the edge
hands before eating and be on the alert for such
mystery. The missing civilization
of a field, which was a sort of
feverishness, sore throat, headache, upset stomach or sore muscles.
began to develop across the southThey may—or may not—mean. polio. If the disease does strike,
village square. It was near the
National
local
Your
advice.
his
west. Century by century it profollow
promptly,
doctor
your
call
market place. The executions alassistance.
"'I Was A Communist
needed
provide
will
chapter
Feandatioa
gressed.
ways took place on market days
For The FBI' has been made
At first these early Americans
the
about
Just
m.
about
p.
3:30
Suppose you had to leave your
lived in pit houses. Then they
Into a motion picture. Bastime the first farmers were ready
of next
built pueblo-style buildings above city on foot by the end
ed on a series of articles
to start home the Reds began the
select
probably
would
You
week.
the earth. Whole cities grew.
trails and executions. They got a
cherished
which appeared in the Satmost
and
smallest
the
The lost city in the White
big crowd that way.
carry and
urday Evening Post, it is
Mountains housed thousands of items that you could
behind.
The triads never lasted long and
the story of Matt Cvetic —
people. The residents were smart. leave everything else
Arizonians
after they were over the Reds led
By intelligent use of water they That's what these early
an undercover agent for the
100
the doomed landlords about
had rich farms on land that the did.
F. B. I. who spent nine perWork on Kentucky's topograph- yards into the field, knocked
The excavated rooms contain
White man condemned as virtualilous years tracking down
jewelry, stone axes, precious ar- ic mapping program is 30 per them to their knees and shot
ly useless.
only
complete,
although
cent
them.
toys.
in this counchildren's
and
Communists
rowheads
They lived in an apparent paraThe mission was in a compound.
dise. The country was filled with The residents left in a rush, and four par cent of the maps have
try. It is a story full of exbeen published, it was announced From the second story window
game; the rivers with fish. They never returned.
?itement—a thriller — and
had plenty of wood and rock with
"We have not uncovered the today by Phil M. Miles, chief of you could see the whole thing
very real. It makes one
Division
and
Maps
Minerals
the
close enough even to make out
which to build their homes.
slightest signs of violence, such
proud to be an American.
This ancient civilization had an as you would expect to find if of the State Agricultural and In- the expressions on the faces of
the doomed and the killer.
apartment bouse containing up- they had 'been attacked," Dr. dustrial Development Board.
"I don't think pictures
This announcement came as
The priest that told me the
wards of 800 rooms on the ground Haury saya.
like this come along My ofmaps
were
topographic
new
landlords
the
and
Chu
floor. Its storage bins contained
of
victims
of
story
the
been
had
If they
ten—when one does, I have
corn long before the white world a plague, bodies would be found. made available for parts of Jef- said he witnessed more than 100
knew such a grain existed.
the urge to tell everyone
Only the normal number of bur- ferson, Oldham, Bullitt, Spencer purge killings and said "there
and Shelby counties. Military were times when 1 couldn't stand
Then, some time in the 1400's. ials have been uncovered.
about it. I hope you will
every man, woman and child
Perhaps there was internal maps have been converted to ci- to look."
see it."
vilian
Breckinin
type
Camp
the
disappeared.
The village had only a few
trouble. Possibly they were afraid
THOS. J. SIMMONS
"They left in haste," Dr. Hatay of something. Whatever it was, ridge area in Union, Henderson thousand population and the
and Webster counties.
Manager
explains. "The late ruins that we they ran.
whole hsien or county had less
Each of the maps covers ap- than 30,000. It wasn't long behave uncovered are filled with
The Arizona experts certainly
material."
won't complete the excavation of proximately 60 square miles of fore all the landlords had been
area and sh ow roads, streams, shot. After that they began shootrural houses, wooded areas, ing the rich peasants. They figAdded!
pipelines, principle electric trans- ured the peasants had too much
VOTE FOR...
TOM & JERRY CARTOON
mission lines and anything of a land.
FRANK LOVEJOY FRANKIE CABLE'S BAND
landmark nature. Principle buildThen they shot men who used
ings within a town such as to be landlords but who had sold
MOVIETONE NEWS
Kentucky)
Princeton,
(of
schools, courthouse and factories their land and gone into business
are also shown.
or retired. Someone would accuse
The purpose of the maps is to such a man of having been a
give basic information as to the landlord during a famine years
location and character of the area ago and of having refused to
1st Railroad District
covered.
share his with the hungry.
Subject to Action of Democratic
The maps are published by the
Primary — Aug. 4, 1951
The priest said one Chinese he
S.
U.
Geological
Survey
under
Your Vote and Influence Will Be
knew was a porcelain dealer. He
a co-operative arrangement be- didn't know the dealer ever had
Deeply Appreciated
Respectfully,
tween the State and federal gov- owned land, but someone accusernments.
ed him of mistreating peasants
They are on sale at the A. & when he was a landlord 20 years
I. D. Board office or the U. S.
before. A couple of weeks later
G. S. in Washington at 25 cents they shot him.
each.
"I could see his face," the
A Veteran of World War I
the city this summer. It may take priest said. "He was in a daze.
another dozen years." We still He couldn't believe what was
have a lot to learn," Dr. Haury happening. He knew practically
says. "We are making progress, all these people. Most of them
but it takes a heck of a lot of were his neighbors and friends,
some his business associates.
digging."
One theory about where the There they were yelling 'shoot
sou
an
people went when they left the him, shoot him'.
Point-of-Pines area is that they 'His arms were bo.und behind
TAYLOR • RYAN
set up new communities in the him and a noose around his neck
NO. 8 "DESPERADOES OF THE WEST"
Zuni country. That is on the Ari- was tied to the bindings on his
zona-New Mexico 'border. If that wrist. That kept his head up.
CARTOON COMEDY IN TECHNICOLOR
is the case Haury suggests it is There was another rope from his
possible that they occupied the chin and they jerked him along
famed "Seven Cities of Cibola" with that.
"That day it had been raining.
long sought by the Spaniards.
Those cities were supposed to There were puddles on the execube rieh in gold. But Haury says tion ground. Finally the executhe Point-of-Pines people had no tioner kicked him and he staggold. In any case the reports re- gered forward a few steps and
ceived by Francisco Vasquez de went down on his knees right in
Coronado and other Spaniards the middle of a wide puddle.
seem to have been exaggerated. "The Communist with the gun
The Underprivileged Child's Committee of The
The fabled seven cities probably didn't want to get his feet wet.
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presentswere ordinary Indian villages—if So he took aim from about six
Princeton Kiwanis Club requests residents of this
they existed at all. But the time feet. He was nervous. Just 'before
elements check and the Point-of- he shot, the man fell forward on
area to contribute some useful article or merchanPines peopk might have built the his face. You could see the bullet
dise around the home or store. Allscontributions
communities which were report- kick up water just In front of his
ed as the "Seven Cities of Cibola." head.
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neck. He sort of gasped for a minute, then he yelled at his wife so
loud everybody heard R. He
yelled:
"You go over to that jail and
make them give you my two
blankets. Those blankets are too
good for these Ruts's,' stooges. I
want you to get those blankets.
You 'be sure you do lt ...!
"That was as far as he got.
Somebody kicked him in the
back. He went down on his knees
and one shut finished him.
"He wits loud and he liked to
brag, but when his turn caane he
had terrific courage and defiance."

Calvert City To G
New $5,000,000
The B. F. Goodrich
Company will constru
plant on a 175-acre pl
vert City at a cost of
85,000,000,- it was ;ann
an official of the comp
ducah Tuesday night.
Three buildings to h
ufacturing operatitnts,
and maintenance facilit
plant and offices will
way in the near future.
ject is expected to be
tions the latter part o
early In 1953, it was eta

If you want to br
There's plenty of canned fish
on hand for summer meals, but aluminum saucepao coo
tuna and Maine sardines are more tomatoes, or some other
In it.
plentiful than salmon.
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PHILIP STEVENS
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COMMISSIONER

Here Is Your Opportunity To

SATURDAY, JULY 28

Added Ealoyment:
COLOR CARTOON — "BUNGLED BUNGALOW'
NOVELTY — "SCHOOL FOR DOGS"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

TUES. & WED., JULY 31-AUG.
BEYOND HERE YOU TRUSTED ONLY THE
GUN IN YOUR HANDS!

Hopi

Aid

The Underprivileged Children Of

Caldwell County.

Remold

Rieada

REAGAN *FLEMING *
BENNETT
Cwaziest Pe"
"Monkeys- Ls"OH,
JUST FOR LAFFSI•COMEDY
MY NER

THEY'RE BACK ON THE OLD HOMESTEAD

will be put up at auction on August 10, Caldwell
County Seat Day, and the proceeds will go to
v'
help needy children.

Contributors are requested to phone County
Clerk John Morgan, 3754, or fill in the coupon
below so that a collection committee can pick 41
the articles.

die
Name
Address
Phone
Morgan,
Please mall this coupon to County Clerk John
Princeton, Ky.

Madorie MAIN
_Peg KILBRIDE-

WHERE THE FONBEGAN!
44-

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
To Caldwell County Automobile
Drivers
The law requires you to have your new operator's
license by August 1. Approximately 4,000 must
be issued in Caldwell County. Please apply at
once for your new license at the office of the circuit clerk, courthouse, Princeton, in person, by
proxy, or renew by mailing your 1950-51 license,
$1, and a stamped, self-addressed envelope to
circuit clerk, Princeton.

Mrs. Leona Trader Averdick
Caldwell Circuit Clerk

THERE'S.A NEW BABY
„, IN THE HOUSE...

URANIUM IN THE PASTURE!
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To Get
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clam cook
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Make sandwioheii•of sliced ham
Officers elected at the previous
HUSTLER'S CH CLUB
followed by an addr sea by Dr.
then dip into a
Frank J. Welch, dean and direcThe Husler's 4-H Club met at meeting were president, Joyce and cheese,
and fry in
batter,
toast
French
Barbara
tor of the College of Agriculture
president,
the Otter Pond Homemakers Wood; vice
margarine until both .
arid Hume Economics and ExperiClub Houoe, July 18, at 9 a. m. Blane; secretary-tteasurer, An n butter or
ment. Station, University of KenThe meeting was called to order Neal; reporter, Shirley Smith, sides of the aandwich are a golden
tucky.
with current jelly,
by President Joyce Wood. T he
and recreation leader, Ida Lou brown. Serve
The remainder of the afternoon
recreation leader led the group
a tossed salad, and tea or coffee.
will be spen t on an Inspection
In singing America. The business Lamb.
To make Lorenzo Dressing, of.
meettour
of
the
the
after
attending
a
sandstone
a
area
of
conducted
w
the
Members
session
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MAKE SOIL TEST NOW
servation Service Nursery at Pa- 42 hogs in three months time.
The bottom leaves on staked spotting starts, a prompt a
the tWo days,
Soil tests should be made now ducah this week.
An increase of eight to 10 tomatoes are reported as turning thorough drenching with wet
each day will
he morning of
before buying fertilizers and
Seventy-five supervisors and bushels of small grain an acre brown and dropping off. If early spray may arrest the trouble, Indevoted to tours of inspection lime for fall use. You may take
farmers were taken on a tour over resulted in Hickman county for blight (that always more or less variably, of course, some fruit
crops experiments
and
soils
the
the farm. your own samples or sign up with the nursery fields to see plants ev er y 100-pound application of comes) is the cause, leaf spots will have been lost, to the extent
the limestone area of
The new
program will he- the P. & M. A. If you sign up being produced foi conservation nitrogen.
will :be seen us a ring about a that leaves are lost.
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growth, particularly, should be
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sired conservation plant seeds.
Fescue growers generally in up from the hot soil. 'Mulching previously,
rrigus, associate director of
matter of prevention by spraying
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Attending the get together from Russell county expect the lowest with lawn clippings or with straw
e Kentucky
Soil testing gives farmers in- Caldwell county were J. B. yield of seed since 1947, due to would have reduced such scald- during the developing time.
University of Kentucky.
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ing.
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Garrigtis' discussion will be formation to use in applying lime, Shrewsbury, B. B. Clark, Robert dry cold weather in the spling.
Hawkins, Donald Roberts and
On staked tomatoes particularAt the Pine Mountain SettleStay
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Oliver C. Alicock.
ment School in Harlan county, 25 ly, some bottom leaves show curlOn the way home, the group tons of bay were cured in the ing or folding; the leaves are
Stay
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32"
from Caldwell county visited the barn loft drier designed by E. S. leathery and thick, but green.
farm of Nesby Peck, Livingston Holmes of the College of Agri- This is routine, occurring in the
Your
Stay
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26"
county, where irrigation has been culture and Home Economics, leaves below a cluster of ripening fruit, or below where a clusUniversity of Kentucky.
Headquarters
used for three years.
4 Point Heavy Barb Wire Bale Ties
Jefferson county homemakers ter of buds was destroyed, likely
'Mr. Peck has equipment for irFor
s
footfor
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for
temperature
low
orders
night
placed
too
by
have
the
uses
rigating 28 a cr e S. He
they will make fruit-forming to carry through.
sprinkler system, with water be- stools, for which
The leaves are leathery and
ing supplied from a five acre woven grass seats.
Princeton, Ky.
About two-thirds of the corn tough because of being gorged Bopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3224
Phone 2053
pond.
acreage in Estill county will have with starch that is no longer
Princeton,
KY.
preparaland
two
The second of
been sprayed at least once with needed for fruiting. It is not
tion and pasture seeding demon- 2,4-D before the season is over.
strations is to be held on the
About 800 homes iti Caldwell
farm of Maxwell Morgan, Farm- county have now been electrified,
phosphate and potash where it is compared to less than 200 four
years ago.
needed most.
acres of corn
Farmers who have had soil teats Several thousand
Carlisle county were saved by
made recently include: Ray Tay- in
weeds with 2,4-D durbe, Quinn community; Lloyd controlling
ing wet weather.
Stone, Friendship community; J.
Ben Hawes of Daviess county
Name of Voter
;71
W. Adamson, crider community,
has an irrigation outfit to take
Fredonia
Krimmer,
W.
R.
and
ve
Consecuti
to
use
water from the Ohio River
Reg. No.
Residence
community.
on his tobacco.
NEW MEMBERS ADDED
On the farm of J. T. Rice in
Ninety-five cows were bred McCracken county, five times as
Devonol•• sad othor ..calkattee• MI*.to O......boat YAW,
during the month of June through much fescue seed was harvested
the services of the local Tri- when button clover had been
Deflate your hauling costs—substantially!
County Artificial Breeding Asso- turned, in contrast to the crop on
truck.
ciation.
r
Studebake
sturdy
lined,
a turned strawberry patch.
cleanGet a
New members joining the assorugis
r
Studebake
a
ciation include: Charles M. Nel- ersville community, Friday afterThe whole structure of
son, Route 2 Fredonia; Stovall noon, July 27.
ged with solid "muscle"—no burdensome exThis will afford another opporBros., Eddyville, and J. E. Keelcess "fat"—no costly squandering of gasoline.
tunity for farmers to see how a
ing and son, Crayne.
heavy 'bush. and bog disc harrow
What's more, Studebaicer's wear-resisting
and farm equipment can be used
expendiin converting rough land to imtruck craftsmanship greatly reduces
proved pasture for conservation
tures for repairs.
farming and profit.
A similar demonstration w as
Take a tip from America's hundreds of
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Econon the farm of James Wyatt
held
owners.
truck
r
Studebake
thousands of
of this week.
Wednesday
omize for keeps with a new Studebaker truck.
COMPLETES POND
Lewis Jenkins, of the Bethany
For State Senator
community, completed the conFor State Treasurer
For Governor
struction of a pond for livestock
L
HERSCHEL
JOE E. NUNN
water and fish this week.
GOODNIGHT BOGGESS
JESSE NICHOLAS RYAN CECIL
Cadiz, Ky.
pond
the
located
Jenkins
Mr.
Mona 2053
Greenville, Ky.
Hopkinsville Road
Louisville, Ky.
where' livestock from two fields
GEORGE E. OVERBEY
could have access to it.
HARRY N. JONES
HOWELL W. VINCENT
Murray, Ky.
Willis S. Traylor, chairman of
Lexington, Ky.
Park Hills, Ky.
the Production a n d_ Marketing
JAMES M. LASSITER
Administration, and a number of
WILLIAM OVONNER
Murray, Ky.
LAWRENCE W. WErHERBY ....0
other farmers stopped by during
Jackson, Ky.
Anchorage, Ky.
the construction of the pond.
For Circuit Court Clerk
PEARL FRANCIS RUNYON
For Lieutenant Governor
Easy way to prepare prunes in
Belfry, Ky.
MARVIN M. CUMMINS
'onsecutive
summer is to fill a quart jar with
'
EMERSON "Doc" BEAUCHAMP 111
Instruction
Public
of
ent
Superintend
boiling
add
tenderized prunes,
LUTHER D. BARNES
Russellville, Ky.
water to cover, and put on the
Name of Voter
BUTLER
For Jailer
P.
WENDELL
jar lid. Keep in the refrigerator
DR. J. C. COLDIRON
(Unexpired Term)
Edmonton, Ky.
Reg. No.
for a few days and then serve.
Hazard, Ky.
Residence
Latest addition to the family
MARION VANHOOSER
BEN COFFMAN
of "instant" products is a chicken
THURMAN JEROME HAMLIN
Russell, Ky.
bouillon cube. All you have to do
East Bernstadt, Ky.
UREY NICHOLS
is to drop the cube into a cup,
T. H. McDONOUGH
add - boiling water and stir. The
EWIN W. SMITH
Springiee, Ky.
CLYDE McGAFFEE
cube makes excellent stock for
Tinsley, Ky.
soup, gravies, and sauces for vegELBERT RHEY MILLS
etables.
For Secretary of State
Clinton, Ky.
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H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

is Studebaker truck is
marvel of a gas saver!

Robinson Imp!. & Motor Co.

Ferguson Tractors

Note how trim and sleek it is!
Its design is the secret of its thrift!

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT

No. 000

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.

1-1

n

Fredonia, Ky.

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT
No. 000

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

REPUBLICAN PARTY
Foe Governor
W. HOWES MEADE
Paintsville, Ky.

For Jailer
LUnexpired Term)
CLAY DRENNAN
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P
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Coccidiosis continue• to
out

TAYLOR SH'ERILLS
of poultry -raising. To
control coccidiosis loss-

Agriculture,
For Commissioner of
Labor and Statistics

El

For Railroad
BYRON ROYSTERc"usbakmer
Sebree, Ky.

JESSE K. LEWIS
Grayson, Ky.

PRANK A. STUBBLFYIELD
'Murray, Ky.

of Dr. Sala -

GEORGE GLENN HATCHER ....
Ashland, Ky.

JESSE M. STONE
Smith's Grove, Ky

L M. (Mack) McKINNEY
Lexington, Ky.

L. H. WILSON
Owensboro, Ky.

T HERBERT TINSLEY
Warsaw, Ky.

PHILIP STEVENS
Princeton, Ky.

Sulquin c hack s outbreaks,

Helps control both iciest

No. 000

ERNEST "Hop" HOPKINS
Prestonburg, Ky.

Auditor of Public Accounts

reduces mortality.

and intestinal coccidiosit

.......................................
Name of Voter
Reg No.

Also aids control
of acute fowl cholera. Get

Residence
Sulquin, containing sulfa STATE OF KENTUCKY,
, Set.
:aforesaid,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL
of the County and State
of the County Court
clerk
Morgan,
B.
John
I,
correct copy, of the Official
and
true
a
is
and foregoing
do certify that the above
Primary Election, to be held on
in the Republican
Primary Ballot to be voted on
Saturday, August 4, 1981.

J. D. "Jiggs" BUCKMON, JR. ..
Shepherdsville, Ky.

bury'• Sul qu in on hand.

FRANK IRWIN
Morganfield, Ky

Consecutive

For Attorney General

es in your flock, keep a
supply

SAMUEL R. GUARD
Anchorage, Ky.

AOREE AUSTIN
'Mayfield, Ky.

CHARLES K. O'CONNELL
Frankfort, Ky.

—TIE II. SILIIIIT'l WAY

take much profit
EUGENE SILER
Williamsburg, Ky.

For Clerk
Of the Court of Appeals

JOS. F. GASTRIGHT
Carlisle, Ky.

John B. Morgan
Clerk, Caldwell County Court

WOOD DRUG
STORE
Princeton, Ky.

Consecutive

No. 000

Name of Voter
Residence

Reg. No.

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, Sct.
I, John B. Morgan, clerk of the County Court of the County and State aforesaid,
arid correct copy, of the Official
do certify that the above and foregoing is a true
on
Primary Ballot to be voted on in the Republican Primary Election, to be held
Saturday, August 4, 1951.
Clerk, Caldwell County Court

John B. Morgan
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Mrs. Will Lottue has returned ryManr.dadnadugMhrtse.rMs, apjoatrsyQuand
to her home on Washington street
after a visit at Charleston, W. and Mrs. Emma Boaz of p
Va. .She was accompanied by ton, have been hosts to a
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Loftus, who bar of guests during the pa
Farmer, North Harrison street,
are making their home with her week. Including those Pr
this weekend were Mr. and Mrs.
at the present. Mr. Loftus is em- were. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Li
Henry
Mr.
Henry Adams, Sr.,
, Ms11
ployed' at the Atomic plant near fi,
Adams, Jr., and Miss Ann Par
Paducah.
'
due, of Frankfort.
Mrs. O'Bryan, of Hopkinsville,
Rev. and Mrs. Pat .Hardemati
Sula And Eliza Nail's
iz
rea
s:M
,durA
early'd aeBnM
em
nnaBhid
sda
rrno
; rM
rElso.renstK
.tly.Joe S51
Is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
and three children returned to
and Deborah,
Employees Have Picnic
Fred Jake and family, Eagle Int,
Prescott, A
Tampa, Fla., Tuesday after a vie- '
street, after undergoing surgery zone, Mr. and Mrs. Ova Stielt
The employees and families of it with Mrs. Hardeman's father,
Cathy and Phil, Dawson
Sari
at the Jennie Stuart Hospital reand
Sula and Eliza Nails store held Mr. Mark Cunningham
exrs
ddroM
an
Mar.an
n
. rD
te
,o
pneatlrdo Ke
t, m
inlpe,h g
cently.
a picnic at the lake on Thursday Mickey.
Miss Jane Statlins, Madison- and Mr. and
Hugh Jacob, Pittsville, Mass.;
afternoon, July 19.
Mrs. Rufin
ville street, Miss Joyce Dearing, and
Fuland
Mr.
Jacob,
C.
W.
Mrs.
jayr,n Princeton,
Sandy,
dia
a nmunLo.pu
nde
e iss (s mjaide r
Those attending were Mrs. L.
Madisonville, Miss Carmen Wilton; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jacob
E. O'Hara, Mr, and Mrs. Wilson and family, Madisonville, and
cox and Mrs. Charles Rorer, Kulny,of
taws, are vacationing at KentucGlenn, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gres- Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Massey, Memare visiting Mrs. Robert Ds
ky Lake this week.
ham, Misses Mildred Carter, Ann phis, were weekend guests of
and Miss Patsy Dalzell this
(Mr. and Mrs. Lige Cook and
Rice, Sandy Gresham, Sula Nall, Mrs. Ruth Jacob and Dixie Lois.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Lock, 1
children, Dale and Carol, spent
Eliza Nall, Mr. Tommy Glenn
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Catlett
children, Retta and Linda,
Saturday at Mayfield.
and Mr. Glen Blane.
and suns, Jimmie, Gary and
in tMheichphihogimalnlei.psKo,rferr
sark,
estP
n
Mis. C. C. Bishop and children, guests
Jonathan, and Miss Minnie Croware
Bob,
and
Tommy
Barbara,
der spent last week in Wisconsin
Recent Bride Honored
Mrs. B. B. Boitnott, South .1
visiting Mrs. Bishop's parents, son street, and
and Minnesota. They visited their
Mrs. Inez B. •
With Tea Shower
at
Klaproth,
A.
C.
Mr. and Mrs.
son, Wayne Catlett, at Camp Mcrs. avenue.
Maple
jR
Chicago, Illinois.
Mrs. W. G. McConnell and Mrs. Coll, Wis.
Mrs.
Mrs. Byron Williams a n d
H. C. McConnell were hostesses
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood.,
Rhonda, who is visiting her daughter,
and
Raquel
daughters,
for a tea shower, Thursday after- Linwood farm, and their guests,
represent
NUMBERS OUT: In search of an atomic eye-opener to
noon, at 3:00 o'clock, at the for- Mr. and Mrs. W. C. O'Hara and
visited Mrs. E. F. Majors and William Brelsford and Mr. Bre
Denmark in Festival of Britain, Danes came up with these beauLillian Majors at Nashville, ford, has been ill for the past
mer's home, on Route 3, honor- Mrs.• A. M. Luttrell, Brooksville,
Mils
ties in Copenhagen last weekend. Lily Jacobsen (t hird from
days. She was able to be
last weekend.
Tennessee,
ing Mrs. William B. Martin, a Fla., were weekend guests of Mr.
right) 18-year-old college girl, was named "Miss Bikini" in conrecent bride.
Mrs. N. H. Talley, Sr., and Mrs. Tuesday.
and Mrs. J. Black Humphries. test for right to compete for "Miss World" title at the Festival.
Mr.
Mrs. Herman Whi
N. H. Talley, Jr., and son, Roes
The table was covered with a Maeield.
Names of other girls are not available. Neither are the telephone
M
. d Mr. and Mrs.
n
aan
spent last weekend at Nashville, Cobb,
linen, embroidered cut work
Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Tiegs, numbers.(AP Wirephoto)
White, Princeton, spent four
Tennessee.
cloth and a tea service of milk Nampa, Idaho, were weekend visMr. and Mrs. Sam Steger and
Mrs. William B. Morgan and last week at St. Louis. In
Mrs. Lem Beckner and Miss
glass was used. Roses and astors itors recently of Dr. and Mrs.
were used throughout the house. Ralph Blazier and family, Mar- Ethel Bright returned Saturday children, 'Highland avenue, have daughter, Lorna Jean,' and son, there they attended the w
d
Miss
sasnJoan
cConne .ones
Douglas, of Arlington, Virginia, of str
Mrs. Philip Stevens presided at ion road.
from Detroit after a week's visit returned from a week's trip to
Mrs. Barney Jones
are visiting Mrs. Morgan's moththe table.
Tennessee.
Jackson,
'and
Florida
Hobby.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sevison, With their sister, Mrs. Ed
er, Mrs. A. G. Butler, West Main nephew, James Harvey Keel
Guests were Mesdames George Eddyville road, attended a wedLt. W. J. Ryan and Mrs. Ryan, street.
and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Steph
Mrs. B. G. Harrington, PaduMartin, Jr., Charles Geiger, Col- ding at Ames, Iowa, last week.
guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wilson, of and son, George, returned
lins Ladd, Guy Shoulders, Gar- Mrs. Sevison's niece, Miss Shelia cah, is here for a visit with Mr. Paducah, were Tuesday
day after a vacatIon in ta
nett Trotter, Robert Chambers, Dunagan, of Davenport, was and Mrs. Mitchell Harrington and Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Ed- Corydon, visited Mrs. Grace CanSmokies.
trell.
dyville road.
Richard Bell, William Crawford, married to Mr. Harry Arthur son.
W. K. Crawford, 0. G. Priddy, Sidles, also of Davenport.
Bill White, Bill Carrington, Jim
Sgt. and Mrs. Claire Bourne,
Mitchell, Homer Mitchell, MosJudy and Connie, Smyrna, Tencoe Mitchell, Ramey Johnston,
were weekend guests of
Thomas White, Ray Martin, and nessee,
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Blazier.
Misses Dorothy Ferguson and
Mr. James Farmer, Nashville,
Jacqueline Shoulders.
Tennessee, spent four days with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Family Reunion
Farmer, North Franklin street.
A family reunion picnic w a s
Dr. and Mrs. Craddock Jaggers
held Sunday, July 22, at the and family, Eddyville r o ad,
Pennyrile State Park, Dawson were guests last week of Dr. and
Springs, in honor of Mrs. Nola Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Bowling
Hill Wilson, Rayville, Louisiana, Green. Also Dr. Jaggers particiwho is visiting her sisters, Mrs. pated in the T. V. G. A. golf
K. P. Hobgood and Mrs. Blanche tournament.
Hobgood.
Mrs. Ernest Ramage, Paducah,
Those attending were Mr. and was a guest last week of her sisMrs. Bill Powell, Nancy and Dan- ter, Mrs. Harold Wilson and Mr.
na, Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Wilson, Highland avenue.
Langley, Mr. Joel Langley, Mr.
Mr. and M r S. A. S. Stagier,
and Mrs. William Cummins and Junction City, Kansas, are visitConnie, Providence; Mr. and ing their son, Dr. Ralph Blamer
Mrs. J. D. Luck, Mr. and Mrs. R. and family, Marion road.
•
D. Luck, Roy and Billy Ma-tin,
Martha Wilson, of this city,
Onton; Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Mahn- spent two weeks at Oak Ridge,'
rin, and Miss Helen Mahnrin, Mr. Tenn., visiting her sister, Virginia
and Mrs. J. E. Elder and David, Wilson, and Mr. and Mrs.iJoe
M. and Mrs. Wallace Harris, Morrison.
Evansville, Indiana; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Morrison,and
Montie Harris, Nelai; Mr. an d Virginia Wilson, Oak Rjdge,
MadisonTaylor,
Mrs. John R.
Tenn., spent the weekend With
ville; Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rudd relatives at Princeton.
and Gayle, Mr. and Mrs. Reg
Mr. E. 0. Like ns, Frank,fort,
Lowery, Tommy and Anne. Mr. was the guest of his aunt, Mrs.
and Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, and 0. M. Shultz, 408 Hopkinsville
, Pr ceto . street, last week.
rs. Blanch Hobg
'Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Armstrong
/Ind family have returned to their
home on S. Jefferson after a vacation with relatives in Texas.
Mrs. John Sims and two dalighters returned to Atlanta Friday
after a visit with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hyla Mohon, Dawson road. She was accor iaanied
by Mrs. Mohon, who will lend
a vacation at Atlanta.
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Calloway - Miller

.Baker - Stanley
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Baker, of
Fredonia, announce the marriage
of their daughter, Edna Milene,
to Palmer Carlyn Stanley, son of
Mrs. Wonedith Stanley, of Grayvilla, Illinois, at a ceremony solemnized Thursday evening, July
5, at 7:00 o'clock, at the Normandy Heights Presbyterian Church,
Odessa, Texas. The Rev. H. G.
McDonell officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Mr. J. W. Davis, of Odessa, pianist, presented a program of
wedding music. The vows were
exchanged before a background
of assorted white flowers and
fern in baskets with white candles in candelabra.
The bride wore a dress of white
lace over blue taffeta fashioned
with a full skirt and jacket. Her
headdress was a hat of matching
lace and her accessories were of
white linen. She carried a white
Bible and her corsage was of gardenias.
The matron of honor, Mrs.
Bruce Perkins, of Odessa, wore a
dress of pink crepe with navy
blue accessories. Her corsage was
of white carnations.
Mr. Charles W. Mussett, forMerly of Grayville, Illinois, served as best man.
After a brief wedding trip the
couple will be at home at 2035
West 2nd street, Odessa. Mr.
Stanley is employed in the Odessa district office of the Atlantic
Refining Company.
Guests at the wedding included
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Biar and daughter, Rita, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Triplett, Mr. and Mrs. John Minott,
Mrs. H. G. McDonell, Mr. Bruce
Perkins and Mr. I. D. Ellis, Jr.,
all of Odessa.

At a ceremony, solemnized
July 7, at the West Side Methodist Church, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Miss Donna J. Calloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Calloway, 301 North State
street, became the bride of Mr.
Robert D. Miller, son of Mr. and
M r s. Robert Miller, Allison
Drive. The Rev. Edwin J. Weiss
officiated at the double ring ceremony.
The bride, given in marriage,
wore a sheet length dress of
white organdy trimmed in powder blue. Her headdress was a
white lace cap and she carried a
white orchid on her white Bible.
For her wedding trip to Indiana, the bride wore a pink gabardine suit with white accessories
and an orchid corsage.
After August 1, the couple will
be at home at Dexter, Michigan.
The bride is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Tatum, 403
North Harrison street.

Rose And Garden Club
Picnic At Mrs. Smith's
The fourth annual picnic of the
Princeton Rose and Garden Club
was held Tuesday, July 17, in
the garden at Mrs. Shell Smith's
home on Eddyville road. Sixty
members and guests were present.
The garden is a large formal one
centered with roses.
After the supper, Mr. Earl Hollowell showed his colored motion
pictures of gardens and local
scenes. Dr. C. F. Engelhardt was
program chairman. The picnic
has been held in Mrs. Smith's
gar en every year.

and Mrs. Bob Sims, MayMeld, were weekend guests of
CZ. and Mrs. Jack Henry spent Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carter, Locust street.
Tuesday at Evansville.

SHOE SPECIAL
HIGH GRADE SHOE
At Cheap Shoe Price
MEN'S
9

CREPE SOLE
PLAIN TOE —
SPECIAL

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

PENNEY'S

ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY

J. C. Penney Personnel
Have Potluck Picnic

0:1
.5 )
S.

•SUN BACKS
•SHORT SLEEVES

195
EACH

The manager and employees of
the J. C. Penney Company held
a potluck picnic at Kentucky
Lake, Thursday afternoon, July
19.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Randell Sigler and Butch,
Mrs. Tylene Freeman, Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Carter, Mrs. Glenn
Cartwright, Miss Norma Cartwright, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Plymale, Gloria and Martha, Mrs. E.
W. O'Hara, Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Mayhugh, Mr. and Mrs. Ormy.
Meadows, and Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Ramey.

•SIZES 14 TO 44

ICE CREAM
FREEZERS

LADIES PANTIES
Fine Celenase

•SELF TRIMMED
• LACE TRIMMED

39

"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"
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Hall, of Princeton,
community.
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wog market
Flom 1$11
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iSTEST
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UER!
mone back.

Sizes
Phone 2707

CITIZEN'S
ICE CO.

baled N.cracks, Gulfspray
N.NI aut of WYE.
Odd* alb Ana Arse spray
IS maim
laau *Mb* Ms that cask* * his for wok.. or
lois,ohm sore or ',umbra
vauzsgly powerful killer.
'titres it's the fastest.
' reach killer you've
every rest of your moo-

fly effective
iciest ants, too
Usisalty

590

Ma od NY.

Y L CANTRELL
,USTILIEUTOR
N, KENTUCKY

to buy tbeJMEST!

All Wool
Gabardine Coat

Ms lots your

BUDGET!

Rayon Sheen
Gabardine Suit

9E75TO/1915

Take a look at the new lantern sleeves ... aren't they interesting? Style news, too . . . the double-breasted clos-

Cle

17E75
A parade of buttons at the pocket flaps give special inter,*
eat to a suit with simple, classic lines . . . done in rayon
sheen gabardine with the look and feel of a costly worslad .

. but a low, low price;

Green, wine, gray, dacia.

plum, black . . . rayon crepe lined. 10-20.

sizes 8 to 18.

4 Qt. & 6 Qt.

F

r

*LAY-AWAY
1-?intakes it EASY

yotrrs so easily, on Lay-Away! It's fine all wool gabardine,
made with hand finished buttonholes, lined in rayon satin
... comes in wine, green, gray, navy, plum, dacia or black,

Sizes Small, Medium & Large

INKEL' S
AIR STORE

Mi.Kin.Mrs.

Biflmai`
of Mr. and

* LAY-AWAY

ing with its parade .of close-together self buttons . . . the
tricky seaming of the yoke back. Smart as paint ... and

EACH

•TWO TONE TRIM

Down Will Hold Your Selection Of Coat or Suit in Lay-Away
For 30 Days. Select Today. Use Our Easy Lay-Away Plan.

00

PACIFIC SANFORIZED FAST COLOR
80 SQUARE PRINTS

Rayon Yarn

n Mows
d.
i :,;My:::
.1

BIG! JULY COAT EVENT

LADIES
WASH DRESSES

• CAP SLEEVES

BUY NOW ON LAY-AWAY
PAY LITTLE BY LITTLE
BIG VARIETY! BIG QUALITY!
BIG VALUE!

Jul £6, 1951

Gabardine

COATS

SHORT COATS

Select Your Winter Supply of Blankets Now. Use
Our Easy Lay-Away Plan.

25c

Aanyy
-Aw
Lay
For 30 Days.
DBloawnknetWiinll

16.75 END OF THE MONTH CLEARANCE
Chair Pad and Cover Set
51 Gauge 15 Denier Nylon Hose
Women's Rayon Half Slips
Women's Batiste Gowns
Children's Barefoot Sandals
Children's Plisse Crepe Sleepers
Men's Slack Socks, 4 prs. for

[METAL CH
•D GLIDER
TCHING W

Rayon Gabardine

24.75

LSTERED
RSPRING C
AL GLIDERS
AL 2-SEAT
AL TABLES
VIN FOLDIN

36c
88c
1.00
1 44
1.88
1 00 and 1.44
1.00
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Administrators Notice

A Former Diamond
Hero Is Sponsor
Of Rural Games

McKinney
Mrs Billy
Mrs.
sueand Mr. and
imams and children
visitors of Mr. and
Williams and fans.
'ovine, Tennessee,
offices were held at
Monday afternoon
Princeton,
,iaje Hall, of
ani community.

All persons knoWIng themselves to be indebted tq Pearl Hunesker, deceased, please come forward and make proper sett*
nent on or before October 15,
1951. All persons holding claims
against said estate will please
present same by the above date,
properly proven for payment.

(Once "Boy Manager" of the
Pittsburgh Pirates and with a
batting average of .315 from 1894
to 1915, Fred C. Clarke, now 79,
is back in.baseball again. Harry
L. Hart of The Winfield, Kan.,
Daily Courier writes about the
man who led the Pirates to a
World Series victory in 1909)
By Harry.L. Hart)
Winfield, Kan. — Fred C.
Clarke, though long since retired
from active play, still lib a s his
heart in the national game.
a for on
The former Pittsburgh manager and star of many campaigns
lie when
takes great pride in the unique
Ned moner
free baseball program in Winpi helpful
field, which he helped to origin, Phone
ate and develop.
itop
, then
The Winfield summer games
.and
dhc
draw thousands of spectators
your
each weekday night except Sataway•
urday.
TOPIC—ART OR ROMANCE?: Prince Aly Khan, his mind, seemFred lives on the "Little Pir- ingly on other affairs, listens to artist Pablo Picasso during a
4491
ate" ranch north of Winfield in ceramics exhibition in the latter's native Vaillauris, on the French
the fertile Walnut River Valley Riveria. Aly's air of distraction could well have been induced by
COIP.of Kb
in south central Kansas. There his martial troubles with screen star Rita Hayworth, now preparNAMED IN NEW hASEEIDALL SCANDAL: .These four Bradley
his interest is divided between ing for a movie role in Hollywood while awaiting divorce from
Wad Market
University basketball players were named by New York District
as several pro- the prince. (AP Wirephoto)
Mae !SSI
d in farming and oil,
l
announce
in
new
scandal
basketbal
Frank
Hogan
Attorney
mgr.
ducing wells are on his land.
g Detardson,
New York. Hogan said the four had admitted accepting bribes to
One of Fred's greatest contri- Sale of concessions 'helps. Et Administrators Notice
fix basketball games and were being questioned in Peoria. Ill.,
butions to the winfield night has been some time since the asAll persons knowing themselby the state's attorney. Top, left to right: Eugene Melchiorre,
league was the Fred C. Clarke sociation was forced to pass the
an All-American player; and Charles Grover; bottom, left to
to be indebted to J. D. Heath,
ves
inare
roll
the
On
roll.
honor
on main street in order to deceased, please come forward
right: Aaron Peerce and William Mann. (AP Wirephoto)
hat
and
of
boys
scribed the names
the budget.
and make proper settlement of
Pvt. James Clark, of California, Maryland, spent the weekend vis- girls vtAho return to the field balance
Recently the association used same on or before October 15,
and Pvt. Ellis Merrick, of this iting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mer- baseballs driven outside the park
during games.
surplus funds to purchase a nice 1951. All persons holding claims
community, now stationed at rick and family.
Each youngster is rewarded block of government bonds; last against said estate will please
for bringing in the ball by beyear the association spent sever- present same by the above date,
ing paid on the spot—a bottle of
al hundred dollars in park im- properly proven for payment.
pop. Next day his name is printFarmers National Bank, Adprovements, including sodding of
ed in the honor roll on the sports
ministrator, Estate of J. D.
infield.
the
CourDaily
page of the Winfield
3-3tc
Heath.
n has no affiliaassociatio
The
and
ier, along with the box score
organizanational
any
with
tion
account of the game. Each week
s. J. H. Wilson has returned
tion or group.
the high "man" gets a regulation
to/er home at Rayville, La., aibaseball autographed by Fred. At
r a visit with her sisters, Mrs.
Mrs. Fanny Wadlington, Hopthe end of the season grand prizkinsville, has been a guest recent- K. P. Hobgood and Mrs. Blanche
es are offered.
Hobgood, South Jefferson.
ly of Miss Margie Amos.
Free baseball could not exist in
Mr. S. D. Hodge, Sr., Misses
lost.
were
if
baseballs
Winfield
a luncheon or supper dish Virg ia and Mary Dancie have
For
analysis,
final
So the kids, in the
Mr.
on a warm d a y serve poached ret ned from a visit with
do a great deal in keeping the
Hodge, Jr., at Chicago and
over creamed spinach and
eggs
program going.
Wisconsin Dells, Wisc.
toyed into cracks. Gulfspray
top with crisply-cooked bacon.
The Winfield night league is
Mu roaches out of hiding.
unique. It is designed primarily
dada tills ahsa direct spray
as a good will gesture to the
W racks.
town's trade territory. Towns in
Imei reale film that comae a uJ for weeks or
the trade area are invited to field
mals, ales Worn or washed
teams and play in the league. Ten
teams make up the organization.
Last summer eight towns from
amazingly powerful killer.
the trade territory h ad teams
èit tree its the fastest.
On - - dent roach killer you've
while toe other two were from
1,or) cent of your mon.
Winfield.
Summer Dresses, Shorts For Ladies and Misses.
k refunded.
The games are played on. the
Municipal Field, which was laid
*ally effectivel
Also Sunsuits, Dresses For Your Children and
out and lighted by the city. The
painst ants, too
Winfield municipal power plant
supplies free current—so long as
UsusiI
games are free to the public.
Now Is The Time To Find A Garment At A Price
The Winfield Baseball Association, of which Clarke is honorary
The cool, blue pottery will start a set.
That Will Please.
and permanent president, furare
pieces
20 pieces at $4.95. Other
nishes the baseballs and pays the
umpires. The association raises
available now.
money by various means.
Twice yearly a ham and bacon
shoot is held at Strother Field—
World War II air base near here.

Libby Glassware - - - Mexican
Glasswant and Giftware.

Y L. CANTRELL
DISTRIBUTOR
ETON. KENTUCKY

Clearance Of Summer
HOLSTERED GLIDERS
NERSPRING CHASE LOUNGES
TAL GLIDERS — —
TAL 2-SEAT GLIDER —
TAL TABLES
RVIN FOLDING CHAIRS
llMETAL CHAIRS, 2 for
OOD GLIDERS —
ATCHING WOOD CHAIRS

29.50
27.50

Mrs. Verna Pierce, Mrs. I v a
Merrick, Mrs. Julian Ethridge,
and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool visited
Mrs. Bertie Reddick Wednesday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Stone and
Gene spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. B. W. Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Oliver and
boys were Sunday visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool and
family.
Cpl. Kenneth Hall, who is stationed at Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, is spending a few days leave
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hewlett Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P'Pool and
Mrs. Robert Glass visited Mr.
and Mrs. Boone Gray and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hall, Lyon
county, Sunday evening.
Sgt. R. B. and Mrs. Holland
and son, Mickel, of Jacksonville,
N. C., were weekend visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Holland.
Mr. L. W. Merrick has been HI
[for the past few days.

The Underprivileged Children Of
Caldwell County.

Mie J, D. Stephens and son,
George, were recent guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Jackson, Jr., Cleveland, Ohio.
They were accompanied home by
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, who had
spent several days there.

FARMERS & BALERMEN
YOUR

CASH MARKET
FOR BALED STRAW
IS THE

FT. WAYNE
CORRUGATED PAPER CO.
VINCENNES, IND.—PH. 308
PROMPT UNLOADING FACILITIES

SKYWAY
Drive-In Theatre
Fri._& Sat., July 27-28
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CARTOON

Tues., Wed., Thurs., July 31, Aug. 1-2
DOUBLE FEATURE! BRING THE CHILDREN!
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Friday & Saturday, August 3-4

CAMERON
GALE STORM :,

R°D

sr I

CARTOON

PRINCETON
ONE DAY ONLY
2 & 8 P. M. DOORS OPEN
1 & 7 P.M.

BROWN SHOW LOT

The Underprivileged Child's Committee of The
this
Princeton Kiwanis Club requests residents of
merchanarea to contribute some useful article or
tions
dise around the home or store. All contribu
Caldwell
will be put up at auction on August 10,
to
County Seat Day, and the proceeds will go
help needy children.

Contributors are requested to phone County
coupon
Clerk John Morgan, 3754, or fill in the
up
below so that a collection committee can pick

Your
This Summer Furniture Today And Make
- - Use For
lection. Buy At These Great Savings ns To Come.
nth This Season a n d Enjoy For Seaso

the articles.

Candidate For Re-Election. As
STATE SENATOR

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
FURNITURE DEALERS
ABLE SERVICE"
"44 YEARS OF DEPEND
NIGHT 3495
PHONE 2035

Here Is Your Opportunity To Aid

Farmers' National *ink, Administrator, Pearl Hunsaker
8-3tc
Estate.

Subject To Democratic
Primary August 4

John Morgan,
l'icase mail this coupon to County Clerk
Princeton, Ky.

aring
At the tip top of Ise Big Top at Beers-Barnes Circus—d
lot
aerialists who w .11 appear with the circus at Brown's
with
Friday afternoon and evening, August 3. Included
the 25 circus actA will be America's largest performing elephant and "Patsy", the bicycle-riding chimpanzee.

Thursd ,JUI 26,1
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Al The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo, W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. in.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amottions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
Twice40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of
Leader
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular
feature. The articles are ritproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortia, after the turn of the century, wrote them,
Aug. 14, 1884. The Banner, county committee. Hon. J. C. S.
Sunday.
and Mr.
Ky., C. T. Allen, edi- Blackburn, Capt. Stone
Princeton,
7:30.
Evening Worship at
will address the peoBoyd
Rhey
year
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes- tor and proprietor. $2.00 per
ple and probably the. Hon. Jas.
day at 7:00 p. m.
in advance.
A. McKensie, On Saturday, Aug• • •
ust 23, there will be a barbecue
CENTRAL PAESBYTERIAN
• Aug. 14, 1884. Senator Jo C. S. near Blue Spring, in Caldwell
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
Blackburn will speak at Prince- county on the. Cadiz road when
SUNDAY
Capt. Stone and Capt. Allen will
ton Saturday.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
address the people in behalf of
• • •
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
Aug. 14, 1884. The road law Cleveland and Hendricks. Din7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
was voted down overwhelmingly ner will be furnished to all at
WEDNESDAY
Crittenden, Dixon, Providence 25 cents. Messrs. W. J. Mitchell
in
Service
Mid-Week
p.m.
7:00
Slaughters districts. Webster and Clem Goodwin managers.
and
Practice
Choir
p.m.
8:15
• C •
county, voted for local option on
OGDEN METHODIST
the fourth instant.
Aug. 14, 1884. As Antony was
• • •
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
returning one morning from the
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Aug. 4, 1884, The cold snap ex- boudoir of Cleopatria he was acMorning Worship, 10:45 o'clock tending over a. week has caused costed by Aurelius Cinna, who
Methodist Youth Fellowship, more injury to the corn crop than has been visiting Octavia, who
the dry weather. The corn needs was called the beautiful. "Tell
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock rain badly now.
me Antony,'' quoth Aurelius, -for
• • •
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
whom shall we cast our ballots
Aug. 14, 1884. J. Worth Mc- at the approaching election?"
o'clock
Chesney is the BANNER agent "As for me," replied Antony,
FIRST BAPTIST
at Fredonia. He will receive re- heaving a. dolorous sigh, "I cannot
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
newals and new subscriptions consistently vote for Cleveland,
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
from all who will pay him.
for I hear it rumored that someService
Morning
m.
a.
10:50
•
•
•
body has reported to have heard
Union
Training
8:15 p.m.
Aug. 14, 1884. Mrs. Betsy Wylie he is a debauchee." "That being
Worship
7:30 p. in. Evening
died last Sunday at the residence
case," quoth Aurelius, with, a
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, of her son, John J. Wylie. She the
groan, "we who represent t h e
7:30 p.
was one of the oldest citizens of morals of the state should make
the county, perhaps the oldest. a determined stand against him."
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
She was born in 1794 and lived
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU- all her life in and around PrinceLATE CONCEPTION, EARL- ton. She was buried at the family cemetery at Mr. Joe Wylie's
INGTON
evening.
First, third and fifth Sundays, last 'Monday •
• •
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Aug. 14, 1884. They had what
Second and fourth Sundays,
the telegraph called a "quiet elecMass at 10:00 o'clock.
tion in Lexington, Ky., in which
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. a
majority of 1,221 was received
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- by the Democratic candidate for
In the hands of a child, matchsheriff. In the next sentence the es are potentially more dangerPITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays, report proceeds to give the par- ous than a loaded gun, says Fire
ticulars of two murders—one man Chief Glenn, who points out once
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays, being shot through the head and a bullet is fired, it is spent. An
another disembowled. It was a improperly used match m a y
Mass at 8 o'clock.
very "quiet" day for Lexington. spread havoc in a terrible chain
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Aug. 4, 1884. Smallpox has brok- reaction.
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard en out in the county but is not in
Chief Glenn urges parents and
town. Steps have been taken to teachers to repeatedly stress to
'Jlements is assistant pastor.
stop the spread of the epidemic youngsters that a match is someFAIRVIEW BAPTIST
which is mostly among the Neg- thing to be feared and shunned.
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
roes.
Arson committed by children is
• • •
Sunday School every Sunday
a major national menace and
afternoon at 2:30.
Aug. 14, 1884. Chas. Ratliff has threatens to become a national
and
second
Preaching
every
.
just finished unloading eight cars disgrace, he maintains.
fourth Sunday afternoons at of wagons, buggies and salt.
Latest five-year figures show
2:30.
Great quantities of wheat are be- 25,400 fires were caused by chilPrayer meeting every Satur- ing delivered and farmers are
dren with matches. Some cities,
day at 7:30 p.
taking out with them buggies and in fact, now list the juvenile arwagons
from
the
store.
sonist as its most serious cause
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
• • •
of fire.
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Aug. 14, 1884. On next Saturday
Basically, no child should carRadio Service, Sunday at 7:30
the Democrats of Caldwell will ry matches, even the safety type,"
a. in.
meet in • mass convention at says Chief Glenn. 'I doubt very
Sunday School-9:45 a. in.
Princeton to re-organize their much if little Rollo will develop
Morning Worship 11 a. in.
a personality quirk or a frustraTraining Union-8 p. in.
a. m. and 7:30 p.
tion if parents taboo playing with
Evening Worship-7 p.
Training Union 6:30 p. in.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in. fire.
"However, since even the best
7 p.
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
educational program can't be
PRESBYTERIAN
PEN'TICOSTAL HOLINESS
super-perfect, it's a good idea to
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
educate the child on what to do
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
when a fire starts. Above all, he
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 Lin.
must be taught that a fire must
Preaching each first and third be reported as soon as it starts,
Young People's Service 6:00
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
p.m.
whether he or other youngsters
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in. started it, so that firemen can be
Evangelistic Service 7 p.
prayer
Wednesday evening
on their way.
FREDONIA FIRST
service 7:00 p.m.
"Here is another reason why
PRESBYTERIAN
children should be taught the
Sunday School 10:00 a. my.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. 51. Fire Department telephone numRalph McConnell, pastor
ber and how to properly report
Preaching services every seca fire, giving house and street
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 West Locust Street
number and name of person ocand 7:30 p. m.
Lige Cook, Minister
cupying the property. Princeton
Prayer meeting every ThursBible study Sunday, 10:00 cm. Fire Department's telephone numday night at 7 p. in.
Preaching and communion each ber is 2022," Chief Glenn conSunday school every Sunday
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
cluded.
morning at 10 a. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m. ,
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
Next time you're invited to a
CUMBERLAND
smorgasbord begin with the herMIDWAY BAPTIST
PRESBYTERIAN
ring and anchovy dishes. Then
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
W. H. Tallent, minister
take a clean plate and go on to
Services every Sunday
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
the other cold fish and salad comSunday School 10:00 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
binations and the cold cuts. End
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 8 p. m.
with a tasting of some of the hot
Training Union 6:00 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p.
dNhes such as meat balls and
Evening
service
7:00
p.
m.
Prayer meeting every Wednesegg concoctions.
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Raspberry sauce, although trachoir rehearsal.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
ditionally served with peaches
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH Preaching each first and third and vanilla ice cream as in Peach
Sunday,11:00 am. and 7:15 p.m. Melba, is equally delicious on
IRev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday pears.
Services every second Saturday
When a recipe says to "dust"
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday 10:00 a. m.
Prayer meeting each Wednes- meat or fish with flour, it means
at 11 a. in.
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and day preceding first and third Sun- to sprinkle lightly.
Galileo demonstrated in 1632
services on fourth Sunday at 11 BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
a. in. and 7:30 p. m.
Rev Wade Cunningham, Pastor that the earth revolved around
Services every Sunday, 11:00 the sun.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
a. in. and 7:00 p.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School every Sunday at
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
10:00 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Prayer service, Wednesday,
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
7:00 p. in.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m. Services each Saturday before
CALL 2210
second Sunday, 2:30 p.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Complete I new emit 21•-vIce
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
111 W. Market at.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. Shirley
Bell, Minister
a. M.
Sunday School-10:00 a. in.
Prayer service Wednesday,7:14
Morning Service-11:00 a. m. p. in.
If you St.('
Training Union-8:30 p. in.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Peeler
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday- Sunday School every Sunday,
7:00 n m.
9:45 a. m.
near your house
Attend the church where you
Worship Service every Sunday,
will receive a cordial welcome.
may have TERMITES
you
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. in.
Prayer
service
Wednesday,
7:30
SECOND BAPTIST
4* Fes Free beedlia
p. m.
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Morning worship 11 a. m.
BAPTIST
PHONE nen
Training Union 6 p. in.
Rev. Claud Threlkeld, Pastor
A•416.44sed
Ilkotottesselb•
Evening worship 7 p. m.
Regular services every second
OW Veen Tontlais amp.
Wednesday service 7 p. in.
Sunday
As Aereettava la.rilar Pear°
Sunday School 10:00 a. in., exFREDONIA BAPTIST
cept second Sunday
s) TERMINIX
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Sunday School at 1:00 p.
Sunday School 0:46 a. in.
second Sun•ay.
Services every Sunday, 11.00
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TILE CHURCH
FOR ALL ...
ALL FOR THE
The Church
CHURCH
di. building is this greatest lamor

, Did you ever pause to listen to the voice of God? We hear it
every day, wherever we may be.
In the whispering of tall trees. .. the music of rushing brooks
... the songs of the birds ... the gay laughter of happy children
we hear the voice of the Great Creator. Through his infinite
grace a bird is enabled to serenade his mate, a tiny cricket chirps
its faint refrain. God is the Bringer of all blessings to man and
beast alike.
Let us give thanks to Him who has so enriched our lives. Open
church doors beckon all over our land. Let us seek the House of
the Lord, and enter in to pay Him homage. Here through prayer
and humility, let us re-dedicate ourselves to His service and
glorification.

on earth lot
of character
It is a
and good
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strong Church,
values.
can survive. neither democrac-y nor Without a
every person There are four sound civilization
reasons why
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regularly
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the
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This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
Rowland Motor Co.

Gardner White

Federated Store

Dodge-Plymouth-Sales-Service
Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

PRINCETON, KY.

PRINCETON, KT.

Clyde 0. Wood

Dr. C. F. Engelhardt

Distributor of
AETNA PRODUCTS

CHIROPRACTOR
29 Years Successful Practice
In Princeton

Shortt Electric Company
113 Market

Dial 3053

Steger Lumber Company
"From a splinter to a carload"
PHONE 2061-2062

Dr. Lyle S. Yowell
CHIROPRACTOR
— Dial 3035
1281
/
2 E. Main
PRINCETON, KY.

Wm. M. Young
:,:evens Chevrolet Co
SALES & SERVICE
Dial 3505

Allis Chalmer Farm Machinery
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY

It. F. D. I

JOE P. WILCOX
1111 W. Male
Dial 3414

J. C. Penney Co., Inc.
PRINCETON, KY.

PRINCETON CREAM &
BUTTER COMPANY
Princeton Lumber Co.

B. N. Lusby
132 E. MAIN

DIAL 3141

105 W MARKET

DIAL 2081

Princeton Motor Soles
BUICK SALES & SERN
Dawson Road

E

Brown's Funeral Home
Ambulance Service Any
Hour — Anywhere
DIAL 33211

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company

PRINCETON, KY.

Randolph Motors

FORD SALES & SERVICE
Princeton, Ky.

Princeton, Ky.

Morgan Funeral Home
Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.

GRE

RED
ALL SP
C0 A

DIAL WM

DIAL 3644

Wadlington Service Sta.

Western Auto Assoc. Store

CADILLAC — PONTIAC
GMC — J. I. CASE
Dial 3163
Princeton, Ky.

Serving Western Kentucky

McConnell Electric Co.

J. 0. Breshear Lumber Co.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Dial 2901
Princeton, Ky.

Arnold Ligon Truck Line

M & S Motor & 'mai. Co.

24 Hour Ambulance Service
DIAL 3495

Riley's Better Market
"Better Prices —
Better Products"
1016 WEST MAIN DIAL 2453

siTi
For this RA I
have bee
only prices
make you
buy now.
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MARKING
PRICES DOWN FOR
THIS GREAT SALE

The Sale You Know ... The Sale You've
Waited For...Quality Merchandise At The
Lowest Most Unbelievable Prices

800 NEW SUMMER
DRESSES

CHILDREN'S 111111111111111111

DRESSES a

Being Sacrificed Less Than Cost
Ten dresses specially purchased added to
our big stock. Cottons and bembergs.
Values to 8.98

$100

II

LADIES'
NYLON
PANTIES

*137 99c
*187

Cottons and rayons,
all sizes, all colors.
Dresses for now,
dresses for early
fall.

Values to 98c. Rayons
and Cottons. 88 square
Prints and .Novelties.

Waffle Pecolays, Nayelty Cottons, Rayons.
Values to 98c. A real
buy.

Hundreds to choose
from. A style a n d
size to please you
at a price that seems
impossible.
Carol King, Shirley Lee,$
Martha Manning and other
famous name dresses being
sacrificed in this sale.

98

Taffetas a nd Novelty
MateriaLs in a great
value group. This sale
only.

Values you must see to believe.
Our already low prices of last
week shot to pieces in this great
event.
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. by the box. Never
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14 gauge hose, ingood fall colors,

11
73111111111111WHITE

While they last. Values to 17.95.
Summer Unlined Rayon Suits in all
sizes and colors. A Real Buy.

27 x 27

DIAPERS
Ii arrived summer
In tt bite and pastel
on sale.

Cinderella and
O'Brien. Here
mer and back
styles. Values

Margaret
dresses, sumto school
to 1.98.

Stetson's included. None reserved.
Washable Straws, fine Panamas,
all go in 3 groups.

Plaids, solids and crepes in
rayon and cotton bemberg
at a saving.

LOOK THESE

$100 5198 S299

BARGAINS

GREATLY
Actual values to 9.95. Not many pairs of
a style but all sizes. A real chance to get
a good shoe for little money.

REDUCED
ALL SPRING
COATS
and

SUITS

1

For this sale only costs
have been forgotten, •
only prices that will
make you buy — and
btlyntM

Itylons, Rayons, NovelSizties and Gabardines.
Sensationally
es 2.8 to 42.
reduced for Ms sale at a
price that will make you
buy ate-extra pair.
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Children Reflect
The Disposition
Of The Parents
(By David Taylor Marke)
• A troubled parent makes for a
troubled child. For children are
_like mirrors. What we are like is
reflected in our children. How,
then, can a troubled parent rear
an untroubled child? How CAD we
avoid the vexations, irritations,
and tensions that are likely to
affect our youngsters.
Dr. 0. Spurgeon English, a
practicing psychiatrist and head

of the department of psychiatry
wt Temple University, Philadelphia, gives several solutions in
the article published in ParentTeacher Magazine. Says Dr. English:
"First, we must admit a rather
painful fact. Somewhere a ion g
the line many of us have failed
to do everything necessary to
make Contented, cooperative human beings of our offspring. And
having acknowledged this fact,
we must mend our ways and
work hard, extremely hard, to
undo the damage we have done."
We've tried to excuse ourselves
with the belief heredity has
something to do with disposition.
It doesn't, he says. If a child is

FOR SALE
Nice grocery and filling station just outside city limits
on Dawson road. Can be bought at a bargain. Both filling
station and grocery doing good business. Also several farms.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE

stubborn or bad tempered It's not
because Grandpa was so. He inherited it from his home environment."The child with a temper is
an unhappy, neglected child who
has not been given enotigh of the
right kind of love, consideration
and discipline. He frequently loses his temper to get attention or
something else he wants, or else
he loses his temper because he
has seen his parents do the same
thing. If we haNe no other solution for solving a problem other
than to lose our tempers an d
scream for what we want, we can
be assured our children will do
the same."
If we are in a bad humor or
annoyed, it is important to admit
it. We can be honest with our
child, too, and say to him,
"Johnny, Mommy's in a bad humor. I know .1 shouldn't be. So if I
didn't seem nice to you just now,
please forgive me. It's not your
fault, and I love you just the
same."
Children c an understand this
sort of talk, he says. They can
accept it and not feel hurt. They
can accept anything if they
know they are loved and can feel
secure in„that love. They will let
us have our bad moods and not

We believe that on or about the first of August
there will be a

Restriction on ALL GAS HEATING EQUIPMENT
If you haven't bought what you want, buy now
and get it delivered before August 1, 1951. We still
have a few

Floor Furnaces — Circulating Heaters—Radiant Fires
— Conversion Burners in Stock. See or Call Us.

Western Kentucky Gas Company
W. Court Square

Cobb News
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Powers and
two children, Owenaboro, were
the Thursday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon White. Mr. Powers
will be remembered as a mem:ber of the Cobb High School faculty in 1929-30.
Dr. Mack Reeves, Clarksville,
Tenn., and Mr. Harry Reeves,
Herndon, Ky., were Saturday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mallory
Porter.
Mrs. Garnett Holland had as
weekend guests, Mr. and Mrs. J.
E. Keys and children, Evansville,
Mr. Grace Woodard and Mr. and
Mrs. Rodolph Woodard, Zeigler,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Dunn
are visiting homefolk here this
week.
Vacation Bible school is in session at the Midway Baptist
Church this week. A large enrollment is reported.
The ice cream and social Saturday night, sponsored by the
Cobb Homemakers, was well attended and a profit was made
for the club's treasury.
be hurt by them because they
can understand them. But these
moods shouldn't occur too frequently, for children tend to take
their parents' unexplained worries, bad humors, or depressions
very personally. Often, they
assume that they have somehow
caused the distress.
It's amazing how quickly children will respond when they see
that adults are willing to accept
blame for Borne family difficulties and share the changes to be
made. Sensing our belief in democratic action and our respect for
them as individuals, they feel
free to express their views, We
must listen to them respectfully,
if we expect to be listened to ourselves.
1. Cultivating love.
2. Teaching the value of order
and self-discipline.
3. Learning to understand oneself and others.
4. Teaching the value of co-operation and mutual helpfulness.
5. Learning the -need to serve
outside the home.
6. Fostering academic and religious education.
7. Teaching respect for the sentiments and beliefs of others.
8. Building strength for Suture
responsibilities.
9. Learning to take part in the
cultural activities that enhance
the joy of living.

SWIFT'S

PRIME AND cHpico GOVERNMENT GRADES,,
01&P-PRICED TO BE
/ REAL SUDGET AIDS!

BABY FOOD
JUNIOR
3%

oz. jar . ... 21c
STRAINED

3/
1
2 oz.

jar .... 21c

SWIFT'S

1

PREM
. 53c

12 oz. .can .

13c
SWIFT'S

SWIFT'NING
(SHORTENING)
3 lb. can
93c

BE

SWIFT'S
DRIED BEEF
SLICED
2IA oz. glass .. 21c
DASH
DOG FOOD
Lb. can

16c

BLU-WHITE
FLAKES
23
/
4 oz. pkg. ... . 9c

Customers' Corner

fles& er
seddel bu

During the past year, we received
more than 4,000 complimentary
comments about the men and women
who serve you daily in our stores-almost three times as many favorable comments about our employees
as there were the year before.
That, of course, makes all of us at
A&P very happy indeed, for it indicates that we're giving you the kind
of service you want.
If you have any ideas as to how
we can make your shopping even
more satisfying, our loyal employees
would like to have them. Please
write:
CUSTOMER

RELATIONS DEPT.

A&P Foal Stores
-420 Lexington Avenue,\
New York 17, N. Y.

PUREX

Because all our beef is Government gr
Prime or Choice, you can count on
chuck roasts to be tender, juicy and
licious. And, of course, you can count
A&P's price to be as low as market
permit.,

SLAB BACON, any cut, lb.
Thrifty Priced Thirst Quenchers

OLD DUTCH
CLEANSER
2 14-oz. cans . . 25c

YUKON BEVERAGES
29c
3 24-oz. bottles
(Plus Rot. DepasiE)

FULLY COOKED HAMS, shank portion
lb.
61

20

8

20

10

20

10

Itobinso

FRESH BOSTON BUTTS, by the piece
lb. .

2053
CLOROX

71/,

SMOKED JOWLS, by the piece, lb.
SALAD DRESSING, Rajah, qt.

47e

MAYONNAISE, Ann Page, pt.

39c

PORK SAUSAGE, 1-lb. bag or balk
•
lb.

45e

SPAGHETTI, Ann Page prepared
Ns. 262 can

13c

SLICED BACON, All Good or Dann
lb.

57e

LAUNDRY SOAP, Octagon, lg. bar

OZ. glass

.. Sc

: . 15c

APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand,
9 os. jar

10c

OLEOMARGARINE, Sure Good, lb.

23c

SOAP POWDER, Octagon, lg. size

31e

ROAST BEEF, Sansinena, 12 oz. can

4Se

BROOMS, Our Leader Brand, ea.

93e

PICKLES, Lanes Kohner Dill, qt. jar

34c

LAUNDRY SOAP, Crystal White, bar

. 7e

STRAINED

43% oz. glass .. 10c

Reg. size, bar

. . 9c

STAR-KIST

OUR OWN TEA,(% lb. 4k) lb. pkg. . 99c

TUNA FISH

PEACHES, Hunts Halves, No. 2% can

size tin
As a Lawyer with the prosein•M firm of Tiffcud and
Wetherby he was an active member of the K...
lucky tar Associatios. Ho was also a former mowbor of State board of tior Examiners.

32c

RED CROSS

FLOUR, Sunnyfield Plain, 24 lb. bag

Jane Porker Maple Iced

Loaf Cake
25c

34e
$1.56

SUGAR, Pure Cane, 5 lbs.

53e

FRUIT JARS, Vac Seal, qts., doz.

91e
or

South Carolina Elbert&

or SPAGHETTI
Box
9c

Peaches
Too,Cucta ip 3 lbs. 29c

SILVERDUST

JANE PARKER PIES, 5 Varietie,
each
BANANA LAYER CARE,6/
1
2 inch
ea.
JANE PARKER WHITE BREAD
20 ov. loaf

Large Size

.

. 32c

HONEY DEW MELONS, 8 size, ea.

Giant Size

.

. 63c

CALIFORNIA VINE RIPENED

CAMAY

45c
AMERICAN CIIIIICSE FOOD

CANTALOUPES, Jumbo 27 size
2 for

4k

RED RIPE WATERMELONS, 30 lb & up
ea.
99c

SOAP
Bar

FRESH ICED TURKEYS, full dressed
14 lbs. & up, lb.
5le

WHITE LAYER CAKE, Caramel

MACARONI

'womb

FULL DRESSED FRYERS, tray packed
lb. ..

MED. SIZE SHRIMP, Fresh Frozen. lb 53e

SOAP

As Lieutenant Governor activety supported forming development dyring period of Kentucky's
greatest agricultural growth. Strong supporter of
Rural Roods bill in 1948 (result to dote. 2705
miles of an,, farre-to-marksit rood).

71
ilINGUSH
76
CUT Lb•

Qt. bat.

CHOPPED

As Jedg• of this Jefferson County Jewell* Court
I,. gained nationwide recognition for his humani
lotion approach to Me problems of youth.

BLADE Olt IL
ARM CUT. LU.

10

BEECHNUT
BABY FOOD

As GOVNINI, in lens than one year, hos demonstrated experimwe gained during 3-year term as
Presiding Officer of State Senate. Proof of good
judgement hos been seen in hi, state and federal
appointments ... making corksie that Kentuckians
ore &erred by men of wir•ptional ability.

R. LANE,
Saran

BLEACH

SWEETHEART

Smoott
briefs
El as
packai

NOT MIS
treating
see K.

California's first sugar beets
were raised experimentally in
1869.

on a Faro soar Aticidistown. Son of a
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SWIFT'S

Phone 3801

LAWRENCE KONEN,

Chuck

w Nazi P
s Theig CuAl

9c

THOMPSON SEEDLESS GRAPES
2 lbs.

PLAIN
1 2 lb. pkg. tic

lie

CALIFORNIA ORANGES, 252 size, doz. tic
GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS, lb.

IVORY SOAP
PERSONAL SIZE
2.5C
His Mental Health Program is the first real attempt
So cure and rehabilitate Kentucky's 1114ontolly ill
with a practical view toward ultimately reducing
this costly burden upon Kentucky taxpayers.

for Slit•01 Teacher*, he obtained additional money.
Proved his Initiative and leadership by tolling
March Special Session of this Kentucky General
Assiseribly. There he also mode additional funds
available to needy aged, blind and children.

Mk Interest In Agriculture is active and lifelong.
As lieutenant Governor and as Governor he hos
proved a real fighter for form measures.

•

A REPUTATION FOR G000 JUDGEBIDIT

•

THE ABILITY TO GET THINGS DONE

FOR KENTUCKY'S NEXT GOVERNOR!
D•mocratic Primary
This berkol

Saturday,

August

4

Is boomem61 by Pelembi el OW 0•Yersorent CammoiNe• for low••••• W. Welbw41

SUNNY BROOK EGGS, Grade A
small, dos

REGALO CASHEW MEATS,6 oz. cello
bag
29c

WILDMERE BUTTER, 1-lb. roll

SNOW CROP ORANGE, Fresh Vtoze.n
Concentrate, 4 oz can

COTTAGE CHEESE, 16 oz. ctn.
lee

all these
•

Dividtd to
I CitunOuic

* Ebtpa.hig

I Fitxo_sp

Large pkg. .
31c
Giant pkg. . . . . 81c

•(°,0* sto

A&P COFFEE

OXYDOL
SOAP POWDER

A BACKGROUND OF EXPERIENCE

15e

8 O'CLOCK (lb. 77c) 3 lb. bag

62.25

Special p

RED CIRCLE (lb. 7k) 3 lb. bag

$2.31

Regular

BOMAR (lb. 81) 3 lb. bag

62.37

ly $11.6
offer us,

STORE HOURS

P&G
M-TU-W-F

LAUNDRY SOAP
10 oz. size

. . . . 8c

11114-5:30

Thursday
Saturday

500-11:04

W. Ct. sq.
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American Occupation Zone in a
brazen bid for national political
power.
It him invaded the big U, S.
occupied cities of Frankfurt, Kassel, Munich, Stuttgart Snd Heidelberg. Former storm troopers
and 98 (Elite Guard) men are
roaming the Mate of Hesse and
Wuerttenberg - Baden to enlist
farm support.
And in Bavaria, the birthplace
of Nazism, the rabble-rousing Alfred Loritz claims he is about to
merge his radical "Economic
Reeonstruetion Party" with the
new Nazis.
In the British Zone, the Socialist Reich Party's (SRP) growth
continues, Allied officials report.
The SRP scored a surprising success in the British Zone state of
Lower Saxony in its first bid at
the polls this spring.
Nearly 400,000 West Germans
wooed by Hitlerian campaign 'tactics voted for the SRP, giving it
14 seats in the 159-member state
parliament.
Now the SR? is sinking its
claws in the neighboring state of
Schleswig-Holstein, officials say.
And an intensive organizing drive

R. LANE,

Prescriptions A
Specialty

Salesman

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211

RES - B. F. Goodrich Silvertown
/
1
2 Ton Truck Size
$39.95
41.95
55.40
54.95
65.80

Princeton, Ky.

2053

(Last Week's News)
(Last Week's News)
There was an attendance of 95
Mrs. Bob Williams and children
spent the Fourth with Mr. and at Sunday school and 87 at training union.
Mrs. Howard Pickering.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Tosh arid
Mike Ladd, Buddy Phelps, and
Jean Beck went frog gigging Sat- sons spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Auther Faughn and Betty,
urday night.
Neil, Mike and Ronnie Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Winfers
R. T. and Bobby Thomas, Bud and Sapah Ann visited Mrs. Edna
Phelps, Bill Morse, Jean Beck, Cartwright and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd and
Twinkle Vinson spent last
Mrs. Charles Ladd spent last week with Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Sunday afternoon at the Penny- Cartwright and family.
rile State Park.
The Bible school picnic was
Mrs. Vernon Taylor is making held at the church last Wednesan extended trip through the day with a good attendance.
west.
T he Phebean Sunday School
Early motion picture theaters
Charles Ladd spent the Fourth Class met with Mrs. James Riley
were known as "nickelodeons"
and weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford •Ladd. He overseas. He graduated on May because the admission price was
was accompanied home by his 21 from a radio operators school, five cents.
wife, Lois, and sister-in-law, Jean receiving a certificate of profiCaledonia is the ancient name
Beck, who have been house guests ciency.
for Scotland.
two
weeks.
of the Ladds for
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Perry and
son, Bill, Sgt. and Mrs. Jack Rodman and children, Jeff, Louann
and Tad, Mr. and Mrs. Ladd and
Miss Jean Beck were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ladd
FINDS REFUGE IN POLICE STATION: Lyman Wocking (seated), 38, a machine operator, keeps Sunday.
a vigil as his wife and six children, homeless for more than a month, rest on floor of a Chicago
Mrs. Tilford Ladd, Mrs. Clinpolice station, Tuesday. The family had been living with friends and at the Salvation Army ton Perr y, Mrs. Charles Ladd,
until July 16. In foreground, Mrs. Rose Wocking, 33, holds son, William, 2. (AP Photo)
Railroad Commissioner
Mike Ladd and Jean Beck spent
Monday at Kentucky Lake fishFirst Railroad District
is planned for the industrial Ruhr
Tuesday.
ing and swimming.
with Otto Grone, former Nazi
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harper
DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY
Gauleiter of Cologne, in charge.
and children visited the J. W. Mrs. Mettle Cartwright spent
Week's News)
(Last
the
Fourth
with
Mrs.
Tillie
PickAllied officials admitted today
McChesneys last Friday evening.
Saturday, August 4, 1551
Miss Lorene Watson has rethey are shocked at the bold
Mr. and Mrs. J. W.'McChesney ering.
turned
to
Evansville
after
spendMiss Dorothy Hardrick, Evanscome-back of a formidable Nazi
spent last Thursday at Louisville.
ville, Indiana, spent Sunday with
movement just six years gutter ing a week with her parents, Mr.
The Only World War II Veteran Running for this Office
and
Mrs.
John
Watson.
Hitler led Germany to defeat and
Ebenezer Butterick in 1883, de- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Your Support Will Be Appreciated.
Misses Rosie and Marian Ray, signed, packed and sold the first Hardrick.
ruin.
They say t h e SRP's success of Paducah, spent the weekend commercial patterns—for • boys'
Mrs. George Markoff,. of Mansshows that many Germans still with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. and men's clothing.
field, Ohio, was here for a few
like Hitler,and the Nazi ideology. Luke Ray.
What may have been the days last week.
"This is no Neo-Nazi m o v eMr. and Mrs. Louie Pidcock world's first fashion books were
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. French callment," one high Allied official are visiting Mrs. Pidcock's grand- written in the 16th Century, one ed on Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd
commented. "This is Nazism. mother, Mrs. Bell Stone.
by a Swiss painter and the other last Saturday night.
The philosophy is the same. Only
Pfc. Neil Ladd, U. S. Airforce,
Miss Allemagne a n d Barbara by a Spaniard, Juan di Alcega.
the leaders are changed.
Houston was the capital of Tex- has returned to Barksdale, LouisMorse have returned from a visWestern officials say the great it to Detroit.
as until 1840.
iana, where he expects to be sent
danger is that all Nazi-thinking
Joanne Watson, spent last SatNo More Tossing Around in a
elements will rally to the SRP. urday with Miss Martha Jane
Bedroom Hot Enough to Bake
Many of these joined the moder- Bugg.
a Biscuit.
ate parties after the war. One ofMrs. Carman Egbert and
ficial said: "Right-wing elements
in many of these moderate par- daughter, Brenda K., of Detroit,
ties think exactly as the SRP are visiting friends and relatives
group thinks. Some of the politi- here.
R. E. Traylor, Madisonville,
c] parties which hold high posts
in the West German government was visiting friends here last
are infiltrated with Nazi sympaForty-year-old Dr. Fritz Doris,
thizers."
the brains of the SRP, boasts,
SRP leaders make plain that that he joined Hitler in 1929 and
We'll help you choose
WE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKthey intend to join battle soon never deserted in the dark days
right type for your
the
with the democratic forces nur- of 1945 like so many others.
PROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
tured by the Allied powers since
home.
1945—and that they aim at the "We shall revive Nazism in
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
INQUIRE
Germany,"
Doris
says.
political conquest of Germany.
And Gen. Remer brags of his
A n d these leaders are unrepentant, unreformed Nazis. They "proud role" in quashing the
1944 general?' revolt against Hitare just six years older than in
ler in Berlin. Remer, who struts
1945.
in the traditional Wehrmacht
fieldcoat and a Bavarian green
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
felt hat recently placed a wreath
on the grave of the Dachau CcaWe Pay All Phone Charges - - centration Camp's commandant.
leaders
stress
nationThe
SRP
Let your Automobile
We Meet All Competition
alism and socialism—the early
Liability policy cover
,tell Germans
Nazi creed—and
medical, surgical, ambuthat t h e "fuehrer principle of
lance, hospital and nursleadership" is the only answer to
ing services for injuries
Germany's economic ills.
to others or yourself.
"They don't threaten to perseThis may be taken care
cute minorities and burn Wooks
of by a rider on your
yet but they would get around to
present policy. See us.
that if they came to power," an
Allied official said.
U. S. officials point out that
America is one of the main tarPACKARD'S THE ONE CAR FOR '51! ------SEE IT! DRIVE IT! GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY!
gets of SRP orators.
"Hitter's foes were German
Ces4P1fTE INSullaar1 SEaviCE
traitors," the SRP leaders say,
spreading the myth that the German army was, stabbed in the
back by agents in American and
British- pay.
Gen Remer violently attacks
the West German government as
an "allied puppet" and blames
the Allies for starting the war.
American officials say the SRP
and the Communists appear to
have formed a common front to
sabotage German rearmament for
western defense. The Communists are suspected of being heavy
financial backers of the SRP.
Allied officials said the SRP is
stronger in the rural areas. It
has not scored significant success
yet in the cities or among the
millions of refugees from the east.
"Nazism retains its strongest
hold among German farmers," a
w eI I-informed Allied official
said. "Under the Nazis all farm
products were sold, the old customs respected and their farms
protected from seizure. The farmers suffered less, too, than the
UP TO THE - - FOLLOWING PRICES FOR
FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS ONLY --- WE ARE ALLOWING
city dwellers from the Nazi war."

INSULATION

77.95

one

Monday night with 10 meinhers
present.
•
.
• Miss Dorothy Cash has accepted a position at the Telephone
office.
Rev. David Piercy has returned
to Louisville after assisting with
the Bibie bchool.
Miss Betty Faughn has accepted a position with the Mitchell
Brothers Plumbing and Heating
Co.
The White Sulphur Baptist
Church Revival meeting will begin July 23, with the Rev. Sans
Sloan, of Paducah, preaching. Mr.
Roy Lee King, of Jackson, Tennessee, will be the song leader.

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

Keep Your Rooms
15% Cooler

THE ANSWERTO
SLEEPLESS NIGHTS

INSULATION

X-RAY CHEST PICTURES
AUGUST 2 and 3, 1951

WHEN YOU CAN GET A PACKARD FOR LESS!!!

‘,771PP1111

WE ARE BADLY IN NEED OF CLEAN OLDER MODEL CARS

48' BUICK
'47 BUICK

ith all these Super Deluxe Features
• Divided top
• CleonOuick smokeless broiler
• Extra-big oven
• Flexo-Speed oven
• large storage compartment

Regular

Priee $139.35

'46 BUICK
'48 CHRYSLER
'47 CHRYSLER
'46 CHRYSLER

5APPAN-SUILT

Inspection and Estimate

otter usual down payment

ALLOWANCE
LIBERAL TRADE IN
TERMS
BUDGET
LIBERAL

Western Ky. Gas Co.

$1,225

'46 PONTIAC

$1,100

'48 PACKARD

. . . $1,500

Premium Prices For Older Models
Comparable Allowance for All Other Makes of Cars --

Mod.,shows Is a542. your assurance of
highest quality and greatest service during the cooking-happy 'years to come.

TRADE-INS ON ALL NEW 1951 PACKARDS!
'48 OLDSMOBILE . $1,600
$1,300
'48 DODGE
$1,500
147 DODGE
'47 OLDSMOBILE . . $1,300
$1,150
$1,300
146 OLDSMOBILE . . $1,150
$1,000
'46 DODGE
$1,100
'48 CHEVROLET . . $1,250
$1,500
'48 PONTIAC
$1,600
$1,200
'48 FORD
$1,200
'47 PONTIAC
$1,400

We have
with leading
Princeton.

contracts
of

citize4s

GET THE FACTS — Then You Will Be The Man Who Owns One.

Johnson Motor Sales & Service
GET A BETTER TRADE FOR YOUR CAR -- ON A PACKARD
MARION, KENTUCKY

P. 0. Box 258 — Phone 775-W
IllopkInsville, Ky.

PHONE 180-W-3

Thursda , Jul 26,

KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

TO EMS MURRAY
Billy Douglas
Mr.'and Mrs. Hermit,
Princeton Route 2, will
Murray State College as
man at the beginning of
room semester on Sept. 13,
35Oft) RENT: Modern twounfurnished apartment at 207 flounced from the colle
East . Green St., Phone 3882. a graduate. of Butler
4-1tp

FOR SAIAI : One $0" builders
saw, one 6" jointer, adding machine, siding cutter. Bendlx
washer, 20 x 30 kitchen sink,
all in A-1 condition. Floyd Old444p
hani, Phone $074.

Jest Among U si

Deaths & Funerals

• By Jack Wild
This week's column I dedicate
to Marilyn, my secretary, and to
all the other secretaries whose
Funeral services for Gid Cobb
praises an long have gone unsung,
Scott, 79, were conducted at 2
For years our moviemakerk
p. m. Wednesday at the Morgan
have been tumid's( out secretaries
Funeral Home by the Rev. W. B.
for their ignitible public in three
Ladd, Baptist minister. Burial
FOR,SALE: Coco Cola Ice Box. FOR SALE: 30 gallon fl
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was in Cedar Hill cemetery.
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at
sell
Will
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the
brains—of a preening canary;
Caldwell County War Memorial
aged. See at A I nut
price. Rothrock's Cade, phone
dried-peach type who is so utterHospital.
4- He
freight docks.
3606, W. Main street.
ly aching In her efficiency; anct
A native of this county, Mr.
who
woman
young
demure
the
Scott was married to Miss Myrtoils faithfully and long and asks
tle Reed in 1913. He made his
for nothing' but the privilege of
home on the Sandlick road near
marrying the boss in the inal
Princeton.
scene.
two
are
Among those surviving
Now, I dare say that even in
daughters, Mrs. Herschel Phelps
there's another kind of
Filmland
Edand Mrs. Larue Newsom; son,
. The kind who is both
secretary
ward Scott; brother, Clay Scott,
attractive and intelligent. The
and two sisters, Mrs. Herb Wolfe
kind who makes order out of
and Miss Ida Scott, all of this
chaos from nine to five and recounty.
mains, Nosily, sweet tempered
through it all. The kind who does
F. Mealey (left) of
Exie F. Scarberry
dozens of little things each day DONATES CORNEA TO AID GIRL: Joseph
book to six-yearmedical
in
eye
of
are
they
picture
unless
showing
go
unnoticed
F.
that
Darby, Pa..
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IGHT: American eailors and marines carry
MA 'S A
Eye Hospital, at
AD
Wills
at
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Erie.
of
z
makes
who
Steinmet
kind
The
old Mary Martha
Scarberry, 69, former resident of the flag-draped casket of Admiral Forrest P. Sherman aboard a not done.
eye which was
left
his
of
cornea
the
able
gave
Philadelphia. Mealey
Princeton, were conducted at the navy transport plane at Capodichino airport, in Naples, Italy, for herself so nearly, indispens
it, for transplant into MarMorgan Funeral Home at 3:30 the sad flight to Washington. Adm. Sherman, 54-year-old U. S. that her absence from the office removed because of a tumor behind
tly scarred by a finger
Sun- just about drives everybody mad. tha's right eye whi:h had been permanen
p. m. Wednesday by the Rev.
Chief of Naval Operations, died of a heart attack in Naples
That's my idea of a good secre- nail scratch two years ago. (AP Wirephoto)
Floyd A. Loperfido, pastor of the day while on tour of Atlantic Pact nations. (AP Wirephoto via
tary. And I wonder why more
Central Presbyterian Church. radio from Rome)
girls don't take secretarial courBurial was in the Scarberry
ses in school so there can be
cemetery, Dawson road.
A native of this county, Mr. Picnic Parties Warned
more good secretaries. Margaret
Mr. Scarberry died Sunday at Scarberry was employed by the
6/10 acres burley and good
NEED hair tonic or
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from Princeton on Dawson
ti, Texas, since his retirement try or in a roadside park? Then Humphreys is an assistant profesTrain 102 Wednesday.
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Princeton,
Main
only. Erby Cruce. Phone
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ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
pleasantness.
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Why Go To Th

Bother Of Maki
Ice Tea at Home

Classified Ads

ROTHROCK'S CAFE

"FOR SOUND INSURANCE"

Red Front Stores

121(
21(

Notice

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
MEAT SPECIALS

Bring Your Country Hams To The Red Front St

FOOD MARKETS

59c
PINT FRUIT JARS, 2 piece tops
19c
2
can
No.
TOMATOES,
29c
PIE CRUST MIX, 2 boxes
75c
BREAK-O-MORN COFFEE, lb
39c
boxes
MATCHES, carton, 6
10c
PRESTO JAR LIDS & RINGS, Doz.
25c
PORK & BEANS, No. 2 can, 2 for
25c
KOOLAU:),6 for
29c
PICKLES, pint sweet
Fresh
Always
CHIPS,
O
TOM'S POTAT

Ham Salad, Chicken Salad,
Pimento Cheese For Quick
Cool Lunches.

HOUSE PAINT
OF BEAUTY AND PROTECTION
*ADDED EXTRA YEARS
FOR YOUR NOME
Buy Your Paint by Years and
Square Feet...not Price per Gallon
It Pays to Get the Rest
BPS Covers Mere ...looks litter— Lasts toiler
Only
$5.20
PER GAL.

MARRY'S GROCERY

$1.60

SHOP & SELL BY
WANT ADS
eel

THE PRINCETON

PER QUART

McGough Paint &
Phone 2585

Wallpaper Store
W. Market
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